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PREFACE 

This study was started about twelve years ago whil~ I was a 
student at the London School of Economics. During this tiiiJ.e it has 
changed in scope and in direction. Originally it was to be a develop .. 
ment of the theory of the price mechanism of a socialist society. The 
socialist society was conceived of as completely or almost completely 
collectivist. In the course of the development of my. ideas on· the 
subject, while the work was continually being interrupted by other 
tasks, it gradually became clear to me that the· maintenance· and 
further development of the democratic way of life~ as it grew 
under capitalism and was extended by the labor movement within 
the capitalist society, not only formed a far, more essential part of 
the socialist ideal than the negative "abolition of private property . 
in the instruments· of production" but was in much greater need 
of careful tending. So much is now clear from the history of Russia 
and Germany. If socialism is to be identified with the belief that 
the abolition of private prope.rty would automatically establish 
the brotherhood of man-and many socialists did, while some 
apparen~ly still do, believe this-then socialism must be counted 
out as false. State control or ownership of the instruments of 
production where the state itself is not thoroughly democratic is 
not socialism and is much further removed from sociali~m than 
socialism's "opposite," capitalism. 

The title Economics of Control was proposed in 1932, with the 
idea that the principles of the· price mechanism would also be 
applicable to nonsocialist but autocratic collectivist societies. The 
name is perhaps even more appropriate for the present form of 
the book, now that the stress is taken from 'collectivism and 
applied to the idea of conscious recognition of the problems of 
social organization and the exercise of conscious control over the 
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economic' system. I do not think I ever was guilty of raising col
lectivism from a means of bringing about the socialist ideals to an 
end in itself, but, like many socialists, I tended to overemphasize 
its importance. The economics of control is still contrasted with 

· the economics of laissez fairt, but control does not necessarily 
mean collectivism. It suggests the deliberate application of what
ever policy will best serve the social interest, without prejudging 
the issue between collective ownership and administration or 
some fonn of private enterprise. 

In my original plan I had intended to provide a theoretical 
solution for each economic problem of a completely collectivized 
economy and then see to what extent, if at all, and by what means 
the problem is in fact solved in a capitalist society. But the abandon
ment of the dogmatically, and therefore completely, collectivist 
·economy as identical with the ideal of a society organized in the 
social interest still permits a similar procedure to be followed 
with slight modifications, as described in Chapter 1. 

It is almost impossible for me to say now exactly in wha~ re
spects this work shows tru~ originality. Most of it doubtless was 
absorbed from my teachers at the London School of· Economics. 
To· Professor Lionel C. Robbins, Professor Frederick A. Hayek, 
Professor j. R. Hicks, and Professor D. H. Robertson I am in
debted for my original training in handling the tools of economic 
analysis. To Professor Arnold Plant and to Professor William C. 
Hutt of the Uruversity of South Africa I owe much for their special 
insistence, long resisted by me, on the possibility of approaching 
social problems understandingly from the free-enterprise starting 
·point. Professor Harold j. Laski and Professor Maurice H. Dobb 
are responsible for helping to direct my interests to the topic on 
which I have written. Mr. ]. M. :Keynes's influence is of course 
seen throughout, as in practically all modem writings. I owe a 
special debt to Mr. R. F. Kahn and Mrs. joan Robinson for the 
great pains they took in getting me to overcome my prejudices 
against Mr. Keynes's great advancement of economic understand
ing. Not least is my debt to Dr. M. Kalecki and Professor Oscar 
Lange, not only for their keen criticisms of my thoughts and 
theories, but for their incessant and valuable reminders to me of 
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the larger problems of social organization into which the purely 
economic issues have to be fitted. In the long interval since I 
started on this work I have had the privilege of meeting econo-.. 
mists all over England and the United States as well as in Canada, · 
and no doubt many have left their mark on me. I regret that it is 
impossible to mention them all. 

Thanks are due to the publishers of the following articles of . 
mine for permission to make use of some of the materials in them~_ 

.. The Diagrammatical Representation 'of Elasticity of Demand,•• _Review 
of Economic Studies, October, 19SS. , 

""The Diagrammatical Representation of Elasticity of Substitution,•• 
&vitw of Economic Studies, October, 19SS. 

··eapital Investment and Interest,•• Group ltftttings 1936-37, Man
chester Statistical Society~ . 

.. Some Swedish Stepping Stones in Economic Theory,"" Canadian Journal 
of Economics and Political and,_Social Scitna, November, 1940, 

University of Toronto Press. . 

••From Vulgar P9litical Economy to Vulgar Marxism,•• Journal of 
Political Economy, August 1939, University of Chicago Press. 

I am grateful to Professors Carl T. Devine of Johns Hopkins 
University and George j. Stigler of the University of Minnesota 
for reading the manuscript and correcting a number of errors. 
An earlier draft of. the manuscript was accepted by the University. 
of London as a thesis in partial fUlfilment of the requirements for 
the Ph. D. (Econ.) London. 

Abba P. Lerner 
NEW YORK 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION. THE CONTROLLED ECONOMY 1 

The fundamental aim of socialism is not the abolition of private property but the 
extension of democracy. This is obscured by dogmas of the right and of the left. 

·The benefits of both the capitalist economy and the collectivist economy can be 
reaped in the controlled economy. The three principal problems to be faced in 1 

a controlled economy are employment, monopoly, and the distribution ofincome. 
Control must '!:>e distinguished from regulation. Liberalism and socialism can be 
reconciled in welfare economics. 

Chapter 2. · THE OPTIMUM DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS 7 

The quantitative problem in distribution is how much shall go to each individual. 
The qualitative problem is how the different kinds of goods shall be allocated · 
among the different individuals. Certain assumptions have to be made about 
human satisfactions or welfare, including the principle of~diminisking marginal , 
substitutability between goods. The optimum allocation of goods involves the 
equalization of marginal substitutability (M). This is automatically reached by 
free exchange, but is upset if there is a!'ly monopolistic exploitation. The incon
veniences of barter exchange can be avoided by the use of money. The prices of 
goods can be made to reflect their M. In some circumstances the government 
may interfere with the optimum allocation of goods. · 

Chapter 3. THE OPTIMUM DIVISION OF INCO.ME 
' 

Money income can be used to represent real income even if prices change. To 
' , ' 

obtain a criterion for the optimum division of money income we must assume 
that different people enjoy similar satisfactions and that the principle of diminish
ing marginal utility of income holds generally. The maximization of total satis
faction by equalizing the marginal utility of income is impossible, but the maxi
mization of probable total satisfaction is attained by an equal division of income •. 
Complications arising from complementarity and irrationality do not affect the 
general conclusion. The acquisition through experience of capacity to enjoy. 
income may be an argun}ent for equalizing income gradually rather than sud
denly. Where acquisitiveness indicates greater capacity to enjoy Jncome, an 
unequal division would be the optimum, but concessions that have to be made 
for other reasons meet this point too. To reject the conclusion that the optimum· 
division of income is an equal one is not more impartial or. scientific than to 
accept the assumptions on which it is based: ' 

.XI 
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Great inequalities of income create wants, and this has the aame bad effect on 
welfare as the destruction of means for satisfying wants. Ignorance, certain 
forms of advertising, and monopoly distort the allocation of goods. Monopoly 
destroys the equality between relative prices and marginal opportunity cost so 
that M is not equalized ~ong different consumers. Government crop restriction 
plans and the two-price stamp plan interfere with the optimum allocation of goods 
for the sake of helping farmers and others. Direct help would be better for every
body because it would not interfere with the optimum allocation of goods. 
Rationing also sacri~ces the optimum allocation of goods in a roundabout attempt 
to prevent the rich from outbidding the poor. All the benefits can be obtained 

, without this loss by general rationing of purchasing power. Monopolistic inter
' .ference with the best use of goods c:an be met by countersp~culation. 

Chapter $. ·SIMPLE PRODUCTION I (IN A COLLECTIVIST 
ECONOMY) 67 

. The study of production with only one factor is unrealistic, but it is a useful 
e~ercise. Factors that are not ICtrrCI may be ignored. The fundamental economic: 
problem is the problem of choice. The optimum division of a factor among different 
uses implies that the value of its marginal product is not less than the value of 
any alternative marginal product. To bring this about in any real society involves 
an infinitely complex problem. It can be solved with the help of the price mechan
ism and a simple Rule that must be followed by the managers of every production 
unit. The Rule equalizes the value oC the marginal product of each factor in each 

· of its uses. The private marginal opportunity cost and the social marginal oppor
tunity cost are equalized by free consumer purchases on the market. In this way 
each individual is induced, while seeking his own interest, to do that which is in 
the social interest. The Rule also works if there are many stages in production. 
Where there is opiy one (scarce) factor and no indivisibilities there must be con-

. stant returns to the scale of production. Productive speculation, as distinct from 
aggressive Speculation (with a capitalS), is a socially most useful activity. 

Chapter 6. SIMPLE PRODUCTION II (UNDER PERFECT 
COMPETITION) THE WELFARE EQUATIONS 79. 

Under certain conc;litions free enterprise leads to the optimum use of resources 
without any Rule expressly designed to bring it about. If there is perfect com• 
petition in buying the price of the factor is equal to the marginal cost to "the buyer. 
If there is perfect competition in selling the price received for the product is equal 
to the marginal revenue. If there is perfeet competition throughout the economy 
individual enterprisers seeking to maximize their profits behave just as if they 
were following the Rule. This is illustrated by the welfare equatiom which must be 
satisfied if the optimum is to be reached. A chart shows how the optimum use of 
resources can be achieved in a capitalist as well as in a collectivist economy. 
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Chapter 7. SIMPLE PRODUCTION III (IN THE CAPITALIST . 
AND IN THE CONTROLLED ECONOMY) , . 78 

The conditions under which the welfare equations would be satisfied in a capitalist • 
economy are very stringent and unlikely to be fulfilled. The infrequency of per· · 
feet competition is shown by the importance of salesmanship. The optimum 
application of resources in any particular use is only relative to what is happening 
els~where in the economic system, so that perfect competition must be universal 
if the optimum is t9 be reached. Even when reached, pc:rfect com~tition is un· 
stable. It can be shown, with the help of the average-marginal relationship, that 
there may be no direct gain in the firms• expanding, but there is always an in
direct gain from their becoming large enough to establish a mooopoly. Perfect 
competition has advantages over the attainment of the optimum by the Rule: the 
incentive to the managers is of the ideal intensity, and alternatives to goyern·., 
ment employment. are a safeguard of the freedom of the individual. Perfect eompe
tition can sometimes be artificially maintained by government counterspecu
lation. This provides an objective guide in any instance whether the production unit 
should be operated privately or collectively. Complete freedom for public enter-
prise and private enterprise on equal and fair terms may be called free enterprise. 

Chapter 8. COMPETITI~ SPECULATION 
' 

The social utility of competitive speculation is more certain than that of simple 
production. It is beneficial to the rest of society even if the speculator is mis
taken and incurs a loss, and even when he sells short. Hostility to speculation is 
mistaken and arises in part from identifying productive or competitive specu
lators with aggressive or monopolistic Speculators. The profits from speculation 
are best eliminated by increasing the amount of speculation. 

Chapter 9. AN ALTERNATIVE FORMULATION OF T;HE 
WELFARE EQUATIONS. EQUALITY AND 

88 

PROPORTIONALITY 9~ 

Adjustment of production so as to reach the optimum may be conside~ in term.S 
of the factor or in terms of the product. There are two corresponding formulations 
of the Rule and of the wel'rare equations. The Rule may be expressed in terms of 
the marginal cost instead of the marginal quantity of factor. This is misleading 
until it is pointed out that marginal cost really stands for the value of the marginal 
quantity of factor. Making the price proportional instead of equal to marginal co~ 
was believed to be enough, but proportionality cannot be universal unless it is 
really equality. This is illustrated in the allocation oflabor power between labor 
and leisure. 

Chapter 10. COMPLEX PRODUCTION I (FIXED 
PROPORTIONS BE'IWEEN FACTORS AND PRODUCTS}' 100 

Where proportions are fixed by the technique of production, the same Rule 
applies as for. simple production. While the marginal product of each factor is 
indeterminate, the Rule can be applied to the combination as if it were a single 
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factor. Alternatively the Rule can be applied with identical results to the marginal 
nd product of' the individual f'acton. The factor prices are determined by the 
tliffn;mcn In the proportions In which factors are combined for different purposes. 
One factor can intlirtttly be substituted for another through the substitution of 

· products using more of'it f'or products using less oCit. Even i( the proportions are 
not different in different uses, the factor prices can be determined by their con-

. ditions of' supply. Where the supplies of' factors are fixed and ln the same pro
.portions u ln all production uses, the individual factor prices are Indeterminate, 
but they are then not needed. Product and factor play symmetrical parts in pro
duction. Corresponding to nd vmp (value or the marginal product) is nel vmf 
(value olthe marginal quantity orractor), and corresponding to F, the composite 
factor, II P, the composite product. • 

Cluzpter 11. COMPLEX PRODUCTION II (~ARIABLE 
PROPORTIONS BETWEEN FACTORS AND PRODUCTS, 
NO SIGNIFICANT INDIVISIBILITY) 117 

The distinction between the division ol resources among different products and 
the tJllocation ol the separate factors to their various productive combinations Ia 
parallel to the distinction between the division of income among different in
dividuals and the allocation or the different goods to their various consumption 
combinations. Either problem is too complex to be achieved without using the 
price mechanism. The same Rule brings about both the optimum division of re
sources and the optimum allocation of the factors. The optimum division of re- • 
sources among products involves equating the tec!Jnical marginal substitutability 
between products to their marginal substitutability In consumption. Products 
sacrificed to permit the production of alternatives ca~ be treated as factors, and 
factors set free can be treated as products. The difference between factor and 
product is only one of' sign, There are three kinds of transformation: factor Into 

. product, product into alternative product, and factor Into displaced factor. AU 
three are properly adjusted by the simple application of' the Rule to. the trans
formation of' factor into product. The economic problem is seen more clearly in 
terms of' input or factors than In terms of the output of products. The approach 
from the point of view of output leads to the formulation of two rules. The two 
rules correspond to the distinction between the division of resources and the 
allocation of the facton. This formulation is not so satisfactory and arises from a, 
weakness of economists for assuming perfect competition. The dangers to perfect 
competition are of' the same nature as in simple production. With factors and 
products variable~ pnperfect competition can interfere with the optimum allo
cation of the facton as well as with the optimum division of resources among 
dift'erent products: 

Cluzpter JJ. DIMINISHING MARGINAL 
TRANSFORMABILITY 

The principle of' diminishing M (marginal substitutability) is also applicable to 
production. The technical M between two factors is given by the ratio between 
their marginal products. It depends on the proportion in which the factors are 
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combined. Possible ranges of constant or increasing M are economically ir
relevant. The optimum proportion between factors, as well as. between products, 
is that which makes theM's proportional to the prices. The general princip~e of 
diminishing transjormability .shows itself as diminishing mp, increasing mf, 
diminishing M of factors, and increasing M o~ products. Constant returns to 
scale are not inconsistent with diminishing returns to increases in the proportion 
of one factor to the others. Substitution always involves at least three items. The 
relationships discussed in this chapter are considered only as within the pro
duction unit. . ) .. 

XV 

Chapter 13. THE ELASTICITY OF SUBSTITUTION 
THE LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS 

AND.· 
146 

The elasticity of substitution measures the rate a.t which substitutability dimin
ishes. It can be generalized to apply to all forms of transformation, 'measuring 
the rate at which substitutability increases in products. Zero elasticity of sub
stitution signifies fixed proportions, and infinite elasticity of substitution indicates 
economically indistinguishable factors or products, the proportion between which 
can be varied indefinitely. All elasticities are measured in terms of proportional 
changes. Constant or increasing mp is eliminated by the Rule or by perfect compe
tition, but may persist under monopoly. The principle of diminishing mp is there
fore not so strong as the law of diminishing returns (which means diminishing 
average product of lny factor increased in relation to the other factors). Diminish
ing returns follow from the n~ssity that every cooperating employed factor 
has a positive marginal product. There is a middle range of factor proportions 
where no factor is m absolute excess and where the diminishing .returnS are uni
versal. The popular argument for diminishing returns is inadequate for several 
reasons. Wise production does not avoid diminishing returns, it avoids increasing 
returns. The corresponding law for products is the law of diminishing tif (average 
quantity of factor per unit of product).' · 

Chapter 14. COST OF PRODUCTION \ ' 

Cost and returns are not the simple inverse of each other. Cost refers to the unit 
of product, and returns refer to the unit offactor. The sum of the marginal prod
ucts exhausts the whole product. On our present assumptions we would have con- · 
stant cost and diminishing returns throughout the ·economy. But from the point 
of view of the industry there will be increasing cost. Increased output _of the · 
industry makes some of the factors more scarce and raises their prices. The effect 
of this on cost is mitigated by substitution of relatively cheaper factors for those 
whose prices rise. The rise in the price of factors in response to an increase in the 
amount bought is measured by the elasticity of supply. The influences on the 
elasticity of supply are extremely complex. Increasing cost from the point of 
view of an industry must be distinguished from increasing cost from the point ot' 
view of society. Elasticity of supply will be less from the point of view of an in
dustry than from the point of view of society because the former reflects psy
chological in addition to technical resistances. The concept of elasticity of sub
stitution is applicable to the indirect technical substitution of one product for 
another in reallocating society's resources. 

164 . 
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Chapter. 15. INDIVISIBILITIES I 

indivisibility may be found in the factor, in the product, or in the method or pro
duction. lt can upset the law or dirilinishing returns by limiting the adjustability 
of factor proportions. With increasing returns it will always pay the firm (in 
perfect competition) either to expand '>r to close down. Indivisibility is significant 
when it is large enough to destroy perfect competition through the expansion of 
the firm. With ~ignificant indivisibility, perfect competition, or the application of 
the Rule, must result in the firm•s running at a loss, so that the optimum use of 
resources is possible only in a collectivist or subsidized agency. Increasing returns 
is onl.J. an extreme case of this where the individual factor is in excess not merely 
in relation to its pric1 but absolutely in the sense that it is excessive at any price 
greater than zero. Counterspeculation is not effective by itself against monopoly 
established by indivisibility. Smalllndivisibilities, which can be large in relation 
to the market involved, may be more Important than large ones. Where recog
nized, indivisibility shows itself in the problem of the public utility, where unin
telligent compromise leads to unending regulation. In the absence ofindivisibility. 
perfect competition would be possible everywhere. Freedom ofentry,like govern
ment regulation, can prevent excessive profits but cannot prevent the waste of 
reso~rces. These wastes becaus~ of imperfection. .or competition are frequently 
called the wastefulness of competition by ingenuous planners. The economies or 
standardization are also based on indivisibilities and are adequately encouraged 
by the Rule. • 

Chapter 16. INDIVISIBILITIES II ("VIRTUAL MP," LARGE 

174 

DECISIONS) 186 

,What is meant by the marginal product of an indivisible factor. The Rule must 
be applied to the indivisible block. The seeming elimination of all possible cases 

. of decreasing cost is merely the reflection of the incompatibility of perfect compe
tition with indivisibility. The values of net vmp and pf depend on whether the 
indivisible ;unit is applied or not, so that they cease to be adequate measures of 
marginal social benefit ( msb) and marginal social cost ( msc). Estimates of the 
range within which msb and msc lie can be narrowed by considering the possi
bilities of monopolistic discrimination. Discrimination is made possible by dif
ferences in the relative efficiency of units of factors in different uses. Production 

I may be socially desirable even if monopolistic discrimination is unable to cover 
costs. Direct estimates may be made of msc and msb by considering the area under 
sections of the demand curves. The same analysis is applicable to all large de
cision whether to produce or not. The necessity of making unreliable estimates 
is in the nature of the problem and not in the method of solving it. The uneasiness 
of accepting a permanent loss is often due to identifying irrelevant aspects of per
fect competition with the optimum use of resources. 

Chapter 11. FIXED FACTORS (EQUILIBRIUM OF THE 
FIRM,- LONG AND SHORT PERIODS) 200 

There may be too little of an indivisible factor. This will result in increasing cost, 
and, in perfect competition, either the fi~ will be making a profit or it will pay 
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the firm to contract output. Perfect competition thus appears to be secure, but this 
is true only over a limited range. As the firm grows larger the significance of 
the indivisibility diminishes. Factors and costs that are fixed in the short period 
are variable in the long period. The average cost plays no part in determining 
the output of a firm that tries to maximize its profits. But in the long run the ad
justment of the number of firms tends to make the price equal to the minimum 
average cost. This is because in the long run there are no fixed factors and the 
optimum proportion between the factors can be reached. Consequently the sta-' 
bility of competition which results from fixed factors disappears too in the long 
run. Legal maxima to the size of firms could maintain perfect competition, but· 
would interfere with efficiency. Counterspeculation is. therefore preferable, as 
where there is no indivisibility. Diminishing returns to entrepreneurship, wh~ch 
is unaugmentable, can stabilize perfect competition, but recent developments in 
business organization have made this less important. 

Chapter 18. .LONG AND SHORT PERIOD. RENT AND 
NEGATIVE RENT I 

Periods are long or short relative to the time it takes to make an adjustment, and 
the distinction between fixed· and variable factors is correspondingly relative •. 
Short period me need not be less than long period 'me. '1'he appropriate me to use 
in connection with the Rule is that which refers to _the date of the output con-

, sidered. A minimum adjustment period may be convenient. The average cost is 
adjusted to the marginal cost by the derived price of the fixed factors. Itent (and 
quasi-rent in the short period) may be defined as unnecessary...,payment or surplus. 
This may be large or small. What payment is "ne~ssary" depends on the 
demarcated area which constitutes the point of view taken: From the Jl9int of 
view of one ~rm there is no surplus. The wider the p<>int of view the gr~ater is 
the part of the payment that appears as surplus. A redistribution qf surplus does 
not affect the optimum use of resources. The rent ofland is a limiting case, From 
the point of view of society some surplus is to be found in nearly all payments. 
Increasing cost to an industry (which may be arbitrarily defined as a collection of 
firins) results in rent from the point of view of the industry if it is due to the 
movement of relatively less productive factors from other industries, but not if 
it is due to a higher price of the diminished alternative product. The excess of 
me over ac is absorbed in rent. An excess of ac over me, as when an· indivisible 
factor is in excess, would call for a negative rent. This is what makes perfect com-· 
petition impossible in such cases. The same analysis is applicable to temporal 
points of view .. The short period corresponds more to a wide than to a narrow 
point of view and would be better called the "shortsighted". point of view. 

• Chapter 19. SURPLUS AND TAXATION 
Surplus also applies to the purchaser, and in this case it depends on the demarca-. 
tion of the area from which he buys. All taxation falls on surplus. A tax greater 
than the surplus from the transaction on which it is based will prevent the trans
action and destroy the surplus, bringing about a social loss. The land taxers are 
fundamentally right in stressipg the "surplus" nature of land rent. But in assum
ing that the government needs the revenue they are reduced to the weak negative 
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argument that the land tax would do a minimum of harm. Land is not the m~st 
important source ofsurplus. Where taxation is necessary the personal income tax 
seems the least harmful. The marginal income tax should not be greater than one 
hundred per cent. Income tax does not fall entirely on surplus in connection with 
saving ( .. the double taxation of saving .. ), leisure, and risky investments. 

' 
Chapter ,ro. PRODUCTION AND TIME I 241 

· Technical marginal transformability refers to transformability over time as well 
as to any .other form of transformation. The Rule calls for the equalization of the 
present and future values of goods, making ·allowance for the cost of transforma-

.. tion over time by storage or otherwise. More important than storage is the in
direct transformation of present goods into future goods by shifting resources 
from producing present goods to producing future goods. Improvement of equip
ment permits future output to be increased by ·more than the present sacrifice. 
Future goods must therefore be cheaper than present goods. Even in a stationary 
society the opportunity of improving equipment must make future goods cheaper 
than present goods. To keep the same relative values, all goods must fall in 
value at the same rate over time. The opportunity of transforming present into 
future goods is equalized for an goods by the possibility of indirect transformation 
through the good that gives the greatest yield or future over present product. 
Factor prices would also have to be lower in the future than in the present. The 
inconveniences of falling prices can be avoided by "positive rate of interest on 
money. The r-te of interest raises the m~ginal va/111 yield from postponing out
put or anticipating input. Making use of the general relationships which must 
hold between the marginal physical yield (from postponing output or anticipating 
Input), the rate of change of prices, and the rate of interest, an interest policy 

. can adjust the movement of' the price level so as to minimize the price changes, 
resistance to which would interfere with the optimum use of resources. With 
relative prices variable the same principles hold as in a stationary society, but 
instead of all prices it is only some arbitrarily chosen index number that can be 
stabilized. Differe~t goods depreciating at different rates offer alternative meas
urements of the same general marginal yield from the postponement of output. 
Technical progress tends to make product prices fall relatively to factor prices so 
that. it is impossible to stabilize both. A positive rate of net investment, by in
creasing the quantity of equipment, also increases the marginal product of factors 
other than capital goods and tends to make their prices rise relative to the prices 
of the products. 

• C/zapter ~1. INTEREST, INVESTMENT, AND 
EMPLOYMENT I . 

Price policy, which comes before interest policy, should be framed so as to con
flict least with price rigidities. Prices might be expected to be less rigid in a 
collectivist economy. The rate ofinterest is related not to the price level but to 
the rate of ckange in the price level. The marginal yield from the postponement of 
output depends on the degree to which output is being postponed. The marginal 
efficiency of investment is a function of the rate of investment. In applying the 
Rule, pf and vmp must be discounted to the same point of time. The determination 
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of the rate of investment is unavoidably political. Private saving could: be used as 
an index in making the political decision about the rate of investment. The gov
ernment must arrange for changes in consumption to offset change's in invest
ment, and it must offset accidental changes in investment or consumption so as 
to prevent inflation or unemployment. The payment of a social dividend, which 
enables this to be done, must be independent of the amount of work done by the 
recipient. The social dividend might be negative, that is, a tax. The adjustment 
can be made automatic.but there are many complications. The rate of interest also 
affects the amo~nt of money people, want to hold. • 

Chapter 22. INTEREST, INVESTMENT, AND 
EMPLOYMENT II ~ 271 

Full emplorznent may be achieved automatically in a capitalist ei::onomy. The· 
level of employment depends on the money demand for goods and services. Net 
income is equal to net expenditure because each dollar of expenditure_ CJ;eates )l · 
dollar of income. Investment, defined as expenditure other than on fOnsumption, 
together with expenditure on consumption constitutes total expenditure and so 
total income. If there were no investment, income would be stabilized at a very 
low level. For evety level of investment there is a corresi>onding level of iricome 
which is reached when the investment just fills the gap .between income and 
tquilibrium consumption. The propensity to consume is determined primarily by 
the distribution of income. Employment is determined .by investment, which is " 
determined by the rate of interest, which is determined by liquidity preference 

'' and the supply of money. Surplus cash is likely to be loaned out and thus to lower 
the rate of interest. There are eight stages in the mechanism· whereby unemploy
ment is automatically eliminated and inflation automatically checked. 

• Chapter 23. UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE TRADE CYC~E 285 

At each step in the automatic elimination of unemployment and inflation the 
machinery is likely to stall. Wages may refuse to fall. If wages do fall this will 
not immediately eliminate unemployment. The prices of other factors may not 
follow wages. Product prices may be held up by monopolists. The need for cash 
may not fall because falling wages and prices can offset the effects of lowtr wages, 
and prices. The amount of money in existence may decrease more than the need 

· for it df\.Teases. The fall in the rate:of interest may be negligible because of 
elasticity of liquidity preference. There may even be a lower limit' to the rate of 
interest. Investment may be unresponsive to the rate of interest. The effect of 
falling income on investment may start a spiral of deflation which would be 
accentuated by a cumulcj.tive increase in liquidity preference. All these consider .. 
ations apply in reverse for an inflation. With several rigid prices relative unem
ployment depends on relative prices. The fundamental cause of the business cycle 
is the inadequacy of demand because of .the very unequal distribution of income. 
The study of business cycles is the study of what happens to employment when 
nothing is done to keep demand where it should be. It is natural for government 
activity to aggravate the business cycle. But in very severe depressions the 
government is usually forced to relieve the situation. 
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Chapter ~f. INTEREST, INVESTMENT, AND 
EMPLOYMENT III (FUNCTIONAL FINANCE) -
There are effective instruments in the hands of the government for maintaining 
full employment and preventing inflation, but their use is hindered by strong prej
udices. The instruments are not available until it is recognized that the size of 
the national debt is relatively unimportant, that the interest on the debt i.1 not a 
burden on the nation, and that the nation cannot be made "bankrupt" by in-

• ternally held debt. Every debt has a corresponding' credit. Only external debt is 
like individual debt and impoverishes the nation. The purpose of taxation is 
never to raise money but to leave less in the hands of the taxpayer. The purpose 

. of borrowing is not to raise money but to make the public hold more bonds and 
less money. The purpose of war bonds is only to make the public spend less. 
Borrowing and taxing can also be applied in reverse. The effects of taxing and of 
borrowing·overlap. Taxing and spending, borrowing and lending, and buying 
and selling constitute the six fiscal instruments of the government. Printing 
money and destroying or hoarding money are subsidiary to these in the task of 

' adjusting investment and consumption to give full employment. Spending may 
have to take the form of public works. The government should try to equalize 
the msb of public and private spending, counting also the indirect msb from in
creased employment. All items of public and private spending and taxing should 
be so adjusted that the msb's from the spending and the msc's of the taxes are all 
i!qual. Though there is no room for the principle of balancing the budget, there is" 
a long run tendtncyfor the budget to balance itself. It is possible to maintain full 
employment while balancing the budget if demand is maintained by redistributing 
incqme. Businessmen's prejudices against functional finance are best met by a 
determined maintenanc~ of adequate demand. There are also some devices for 
making functional finance look more like traditional finance. The objection that 
functional finance interferes with free choice between saving and spending is 
e~traordinarily empty. 

so2..J 

Chaptd-- 25. CAPITAL, INVESTMENT, AND INTEREST 523 
,/ . 

Investments are not us'ually consumed after one year. All replacements are really 
\ 

devoted to future output. Equipment can be considered as "imprisoned" factor 
services. The relation between the quantity of capital and the flow of services 
corresponds to the average time the services are "imprisoned." The postpone
ment of consumption for a year may be regarded as a temporary lengthening of 
the average period prOduction. Alternatively all investments can be treated as if 
they were permanent. A better "atom" is the postponement of one dollar for one 
year. In a stationary economy the marginal productivity of capital is equal to the 
marginal efficiency of investm'ent. Only individuals (or small parts of the econ- ' 
omy) are free by borrowing to adjust the quantity of their real capital to make 
its marginal productivity equal to the rate of interest. Society can adjust its 
cai?ital only by investing or disinvesting, and this takes time. The marginal 
productivity of capital is the marginal efficiency of investment when the rate of 
net investment is zero. This can be illustrated on a three-dimensional diagram, 
and the effects of unemployment can be brought in. The capital concept is es
sentially static. Practical problems are never concerned with capital but only with 
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investment. The rate of interest differs with risk, liquidity, and the period con
sidered. Competition equalizes the sum of the money and liquidity yields from 
holding different assets. This permits the theory of the rate of interest to be , 
generalized to explain all kinds of differential interest rates. The creation of 
liquidity should be reserved to the monetary authority, for it permits' other 
creators of liquidity to use the proceeds to subsidize less productive investments 
and thus to depart from the optimum use of resources. 

Cjzapter 26. FOREIGN. TRADE I 
The same Rule applies to foreign as to domestic trade. Because of the tendency 
for an equilibrium to be reached between the supply and demand for foreign 
currency, the foreign currency can be used to represent msc and msb. The Rule 
unites the whole world in one system for the best use of resources. One factor 
or product may move in substitution for the movement of others. This reduces 
interregional price differences to the cost of the cheapest substitute movement. 
A higher 'mei (marginal efficiency of investment) in one country than another 
must be aCcompanied by a correspondingly higher rate of interest or a (relatively) 
falling price level or a correspondingly depreciating currency (or a combination 
of these). The concentration of invf:_stment so as to equalize mei leads to inter~ 
national indebtedness. The Rule provides an objective principle for the collabo
ration of different nations as' of the individuals within the state. Specific ,inter
national trade problems' arise only from artificial .barriers to the movement of 
goods, of money capital, and of people. 

Chapter 27. FOREIGN TRADE II .. 
There are rational as well as irrational temptations· for a nation to discriminate 
between domestic and foreign goods, capital, and people. An appropriate re
striction of imports and e.xports (below what would be indicated by the Rule} can 
benefit a country (while imposing a loss on the foreigner greater than t!,Us gain). 
This invites retaliation which would make everybody lose. Earlier inhabitants, 
as a whole, cannot lose by the immigration of workers who are paid no more 
than their. marginal product: Foreign lending might well be limited for the sake 
of preventing ill feeling unless some scheme is adopted for equalizing the wealth 
of nations. 

Chapter 28. FOREIGN TRADE III (IN A CAPITALIST 

x.xz 

S46 

S56 

ECONOMY) ' S68 

Particular interests are able to harm the economy as a whole by insistence on 
protective devices in-lieu of harmless but unpopular compensation. Even "taxing 
the foreigner" is not carried out scientifically. The conveniences of the gold 
standard are insufficient to make up for the hindrances it imposes on a policy for 
full employment. Fear oflosing gold is met least objectionably by raising interest 
rates. This may lead to the maintenance of the gold standard only at the cost of 
severe unemployment, which gives rise to pressure for i~ports duties. Export 
subsidies violate the spirit of the gold standard. Capital movements can cause 
the same difficulties. The prerequisite for a single currency (or gold standard) 
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.area b effective treedom or movement or goods, people, and capital. Stable ex
change rates are a result or this-a symptom that cannot safely be established 
by decree. Where demands are inelastic the automatic mechanism for adjusting 
the international balance works the wrong way. The critical point is where the 
sum of the elasticity or demand for exports plus the elasticity of demand for lm· 

. 'ports is equal to unity. The tendency to assume that elasticities are high shows 
undue opt~ism. 

Ch.apter ~9. (FOREIGN TRADE IV (IN THE CONTROU.ED 
ECONOMY) . SSI , . 

There is no need to give up the ~efits from foreign trade for the sake of In-
, sulation from disturbances. It is better to be overgenerous In compensating 

particular sacrifices In the general interest than to forego the general benefit. 
There is a simple formula for the optimum tax on imports and exports, in per· 
~ct and imperfect competition, if it is desired to exploit the foreigner. Similarly 
monopolies can be taxed and bribed into buying and sellin~ the quantities that 
best serve the interest of the country or of the world economy. Foreign exchange 
values should be subservient to the maintenance of full employment. Wage and 

· cost reduction are just as competitive with other c~~ntries for employment as the 
reduction or exchange values. But unlike the case of tariffs there remains a net 
benefit all round instead of a net loss if all countries expand domestic demand 
without worrying whether this might make their exchange rates fall. Stable ex• 
changes will then be the result, and the establishment of.fi.xed exchange rates 
will be a reasonable if not very important issue. 

lijDEX. 'S9~ 
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Abbret~iation.r 

ac average cost .· 

.af. average quantity of factor. 
aft average fixed cost 
ap average product 
ape av~rage private cost 
apr average private revenue 
ar average revenue 
ave average variable cost · 
t4 elasticity of demand 
t, elasticity of supply 
F composite factor 
M marginal substitutibility 
me marginal cost 
mei marginal efficiency of 

investment .. 

I 

mf marginal quantity offactor 
mp marginal product 
mpc marginal private cost 
mpr marginal private revenue 
mr marginal revenue 
'msb marginal social benefit 
msc marginal social cost 
P composite product • 

· p' price (of the product) 
pf price of the factor 
vap value of the average product 
vmf value of the marginal quantity 

of factor 
vmp value of the marginal product 

elasticity of substitution 
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Abnormal losses, 208 
Abnormally large marginal product, 184 
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and increasing cost, 201 
taboo on, 199 
tends to disappear, 207 

Absolute and proportional changes, 150 
Absolute excess 

of a factor, 158 
of an indivisible factor, 179 

Absolute and relative unemployment, 290 
Absolute money wages, 286 
Absolute usefulness, 9 
Absorption of surplus, socially useful, 225 
ac, see Average cost 
Acclimatization to high income, S8 
Acquisitiveness and equalization of in-

come, S5 
Adam Smith, an4 laissez faire as social 

control, 1 
Adequate demand, maintenance of, S20 
Adjustment 

of factors, depends on the period, 214 
of proportions between factors and 

products, 124 
to price changes, 216 

AdJustment period 
and degree of adjustment, 212 
minimum, 215 

Advantages to society from maxiJnization 
of profit, 84 

Advertising 
and imperfect competition, 79 
distorts the allocation of goods, 48 

af, see Average quantity of factor 
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Aggression and pecuniary emulation, 42 
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Aggressive trade, 16 
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as the fundamental problem,. 128 
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Annual postponements or consumption, 
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Anticipating input, 25-t 
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Anticipations and equilibrium, 27t 
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lljc, I« Average private cdst 
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Appreciation or money, 289 
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Area under the pJ curve, 197 
Area under the demand curve, 196 
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Armchair deductions and economic laws, 
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Artificial barriers to movement of goods, 
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Asocial attitudes, J 
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that curves are linear, 197 
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full employment in an uncontrolled 

economy, 870 
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curve, 20, 205, 217 , 
important in the long run, 207, 208 

equal to me, 217, 225 , 
minimum, important in the long run, 

• 208 
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206 
ups and downs of, 203 

Average fixed cost (qf", 203, 204, 205, 
208 

curve, 204, 208, 217 
Average-marginal relationship, 80, 205, 

860 
asymmetry of, 8i 

Average period of production, 326, 828, 
830 

lengthening and shortening of, 827 
Average pf, 197, 198 
Average price, and discriminatory mo-
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Average private cost (ape), 82 
Average private revenue {apr), 82 
Average product (ap), 68, 69, 81, 108, 

143, 152, 164, 177 
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Law of diminishing af, 161-163 

Average rate of income tax, 239 
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Average variable cost curve (ave), 204, 
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Average vmp, 197, 198 
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of percentage calculation, 258 n 
of price and interest policies, 259 

Bad debts, 290 
Bad feelings, and investment, 366 
Bad times 

and government, 299 
and liquidity preference, 278 

Balance of payments, 380 
Balancing the budget, see Budget 
Bankruptcy, 290 

and perfect competition, 181 
of the economy, 300 

Banks and falling prices, 290, 291 
Bargaining power, 289 
Barter, 17, 18 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, 149 
Beggar-my-neighbor policies, 854, 887, 

388 
Benefits from trade maximized, 359 
Benefits to society from speculation, 91 
Bills of exchange, 843 . • 
Black Magic and economic laws, 158 
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Blast furnaces, 244 
Blind shift from an equal division of in-

come, 31 
Bliss, state of, and investment, 258 
Bluff, 15 
Board of Counterspeculation, 55 
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money, 309, 818 
Bonuses, 810, 815 

better than public works, 815, 816 
Bookkeeping, capitalist, 824 
Boondoggling, 817 
Borrowing, 304, 882, 848 · 

and feeling of exploitation, 866 
and interest, SOS 

Borrowing and lending, 811 
and total spending, 811, 812 
as fiscal instruments, S 12 

Borrowing and taxing, S I 0, S 11 
effects overlap, 810 
externally, provides a real benefit, 305 
in the wide sense, 281 

Borrowing .by the government 
and employment, 299 
and printing money, S09 

395 

decreases money held by the public, 
S09 

incteases bonds held by the public, 809 
prejudice against, 808 
purpose is not to raise money, SOl 
raises the rate of interest, S09 

Borrowing power, 843 . 
Bourgeois beliefs and the use of money, 

21 
Breeding centers, immigration from, 866 
Bribing monopoly, 385 
Brotherhood of Man, 89 
Budget, 299 

balancing principles, 821 
and maintaining full employment, 

819 
and redistribution of income, 819 
disregard for, 818 · 
either unnecessary or harmful, 819 · 
prejudices in favor of, 819 

has a tendency to balance itself in the 
long run, 818 

unbalancing of and confidence and 
pessimism, 820 . 

Budget equalization fund~ 821 
Budgets, many different kinds of, ·821 
Bureaucracy, 42 

and managerial organization, 211 
Trotsky o~ 62 , 

Bureaucratic state 
and the price mechanism, 98 
and the welfare equations, 91 
centralized, 97, 98 

Bugness, mystically referred to, S 
Business cycle, 298 

and government activity, 299 
and inadequacy of demand, 296 
downturn of, 298 
fundamental cause of, 296 
study of, 298 ' 

Business earnings, government revenue 
treated as, 807 

Business ideology, 128, 819 . 
Business organization, recent develop-

ments in, 210 
Buyer's influence over price, 43, 55 
Buyer's surplus, and seller's surplus, 229 
Buying,perfectcompetitionin,72,78,74 
Buying and selling as.. fiscal instruments, 
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"By their fruits shall ye know them," SC8 
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Cake, maximized by the Rule., SGS 
Ca11adia11 Jounaal of Eto11omie1 atl Po-

litical Scinu:t, 271 
Cane augar and beet sugar, 149 
Capacity for satisfaction, 29, 30, St 
Capital 

and the gold standard, S70 
and time, S28 
as a factor, !30 
budgets, !21 · 
concept 

essentially static, S40 
not needed for practical problems, 

!40 
freedom of movement for, S75 
marginal productivity of, and rate of 

interest, !32 
Capital, Investment and interest, Cb. 2!$, 

S23-S45 
Capital goods, heterogeneity of, SSi 
Capital movements, SH 
Capitalism contrasted with individualism, 

2· 
Capitalist 

bookkeeping, Sit 
ideology, S19 
mythology and national debt, S06 

Capitalist economy, 72, 98,145,161,166, 
269, Sil, 549, SlSI, S67, Cb. 28, 
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and interest mechanism, 260 
and need for money, 270 
and propensity to consume, 276 
and restrictions on export, S69 
and wage rigidity, 259 
illogical transferences from, 199 
simple production in, Ch. 7, 78-87 ' 

Capitalists on a commission basis, 2:38 
Centralization 

and planning, 119 
and price mechanism, 98 · 
and utter confusion, 97 
and the welfare equations, 97 

Choice as the fundamental . economic 
problem, 58 

Citizens and immigrants, 365 
Claims, export and import of, S53 
Coal miners, dark-haired and fair-haired, 

149 . 
Coffee, destroyed to maintain price, 45 
Collaboration. the Rule an objective prizl... 

ciple for, s.s.t 
Collectivism, 85, 001, 362 

dogmatic and pragmatic, t 
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Collectivist agencies, S17 . 

and the government treasury, 221 
Collectivist authority, 262 
Collectivist economy, 127, I S8, 14.1, 16!$, 

166, 166, 178, 267, 269, 006, 361, 
362 ' 

and democracy, 122 
and increasing returns, 176 
and need for money, 270 
and rate of interest, 269 
and wage rigidity, 2.59 

· Collectivist enterprise, 180 
and fixed costs, 207 

Collectivist section of a controlled econ-
omy, 166 

Collocation and allocation, 118 n 
Combination of firms into a monopoly, 83 
Combined marginal product, 111-112 
Commission basis for capitalists, 238 
Common sense 

of goods going where most useful, IS 
of producing in the cheapest way, ISO 

Comparative statics, 333 
Comparison of well-being, 8, 9, it 
Compensation, 363, 368 

and distribution of income and wealth~ 
S82 

and protective devices, S68 
should be generous, SSI 

Competition 
between public enterprise and private 

enterprise, 85-86 
cut-throat, ISS 
degree of, 154 
necessarily perfect in some cases, 154 
perfect, 357-358 
restoration of, 6 
shifts profits to the fixed factors, 221 

Competitive restrictions in international 
trade, 363 

Competitive speculation, Ch. 8, 88-96 
requires equality of pj to vmp, 104o 
social utility of, 88 
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and diminishing marginal qtility o( 

income, 27 n, 32 
and discontinuity, 33 
positive and negative, 33 

Complex production, 117 
in a capitalist economy, 132-133 
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116, 129 
compared with simple production, 
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with variable proportions, Ch. 11, 117-

136 
Complexity of regulations 

and public utilities in the United States, 
182 

and uncontrolled economy, 182 
Composite factor(F), 108, 109, 110, 112; 

ll4 
. alternative product of, 11o-11s 
Composite product (P), 114-115 
Compromise, 40 

and the politicians, 6 
between public and private enterprise, 

181. 
of equality of income with incentives, 

36 
Comradeship and equality of income, 39 
Concentration of investment, 3.52, 353, 

866 
in regions and industries, 8.51 

Concentration on product with smaller 
M, 136 

Concerted action for international em
ployment policy, 890 

Confidence . . 
and amount of money, 290 
and unbalancing the budget, 820 
in the gold standard, 872 

Constant cost, ISS, 16.5, 166, 172, 201 
and constant returns, 164 
and perfect competition, 167 
does not check monopolistic combina.: 

tion, 8S 
Constant M, economically irrelevant, 

189-140 
Constant mp, 154 

eliminated by the Rule or by perfect 
competition, 1.5S-1.54 

Constant returns, 16.5 
and marginal and average output, 81 
and zero mp, 1.51 

Constant returns to scale, 68, 69, 80, 81, 
1S2-183, 166, 167, 178, 188 

and diminishing returns to proportions, 
148 

may be upset by indivisibilities, 17 ~ 
Consumer, 2S, 24 

and social dividend, 267 
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262 
discriminatory exploitation of, 198 . 
illusion of his freedom, S22 
lending and borrowing restrictions on 

the, 269 

897 

makes marginal utilities proportional 
. to prices, 242 

Consumers' Union,· 48 
Consumption 

and income, 28S, 294 
and investment, 268, 293 
and need for money to hold, SIS 
decrease in, 293 
postponement. of, 326 

Consumption goods \ 
and elasticity of substitution, 147 
heterogeneity of, SS2 . 
homogeneous and divisible, 57 
index of, 2.59 
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Continuous adjustment and the best use. 
of resources, 817 · 

·Control, distinguished from regulation, 
2-S • . 

Controlled economy, Ch. 1, 1-6, 64-65, 
ISS, 1S6, 14.5, 1.57, 198, 199, 209, 

·SOl, S14, 818, S22, S82, S91 
and business cycles, 298 
and distribution of income, 277 
and foreign trade, Ch. 18, S81-S91 · 
and impossibility of perfect competi-

tion, 182 
and private enterprise, BS-85 
can aim at the ideal, S 18 · 
contrasted with laisse% Jaire, 1 
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reaps the benefits of both capitalist and 

collectivist economy, 2 
simple production in, Ch. 7, 78-87. 

Convenience · 
of a single monetary system, 876. 
of knowing price beforehand, 216 
of the gold standard, S70 · 

Cooperation of nations, 1 SS~ 855 
Corporation powers and democratic 

rights, 182 
Corporations and the creation ofliquidity, 

S44 
Cost 

and income, 27S 
and returns, 16-t, 165 
average, see Average cost 
constant, see Constant cost 
marginal, see Marginal cost , . 
minimized by perfect competition, ISS 
of holding money, 278 · . 
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ofproduction, Ch. 14, 164-17S · 
of storage, 242, S24 
of transformation over time, 241 

Cost of living index, 2.59 
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Counterspeculation, !.5, 69, 8.5, 9.5. 181, 

199. 200, iOS, 210, 38.5 n, 386 
and monopolistic extortion. 9t 
and monopoly power, 8.S 
gold standard u. S70 
may lead to wholesale bankruptcy. 180 
not effective by itself against indivisi-

bility, 179 . 
prefenble to legal maxima to size ol 

firm, 209 
Countries • 

form one system, S+7-S48 
keeping in step, S89 

Country 
u a monopolist, S.57 
elasticity from the point ol view of, 

S8+n · , 
going bankrupt. weird notion of, 304 
marginal benefits and marginal cost to, 

S62 
Creation olliquidity to subsidize invest• 

ment, S-K 
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Declining population and saving, 270 
Decreasing cost, 179, 184, 186, 200 

not the same as increasing returns. 164 
Decreasing average cost 

pays the firm to close down or to ex
pand. 178-179 

may turn loss into profit, 179 
Decreasing marginal product, S.S7 
Decree. price reduction by, 289 
Deduction versus induction, 15S 
Default, S66 
Deficit 

restrictions on government deficit, S16 
when nu: falls below ac. 225-226 

Deflation, spiral of, 266, 292 
Degree of competition, I 34 
Degree of monopoly, IS4, 385 n 
Demand . 

affecting price, IS9 
determinants of, 63, 224 
Infinitely elastic, 193 , 
maintenance of adequate demand, S20 
for money to hold, 278, 279 

Credit 
and debt, 304 

Demand curve, 195, 196 
. . area under, 1~ 

and falling prices, 290, 291 
Credit restrictions 

azid gold flow' sn . 
and interest, S7J 

Crisis and depression, cumulative process 
or, 297 · 

Critical elasticity of demand for imports 
and exports, 378 ·· 

Crop destruction, 46 
Crop restriction plans, 45 
Cultural values and the rich, S7 
Cumulative deflation, through .. sound 

finance:• SO() 

Cumulative increase in liquidity prefer
ence, 292, 293 

Cumulative processes of inflation and 
depression, 297-298 

Currency 
appreciation of, S52 
depreciation of, S52, S7+, S87, 389 

may not bring relief, SSO 
Currency autonomy for every village, 

S15 
Current consumption, sacrificed for future ' 

output, 24+, 245 
Cut-throat competition, ISS, 181 

Debt and credit, S09 
Debtors prison and national debt, SQi 

Decrements of income deflated by income 
tax, 238-239 

Demarcated area and rent or surplus,. 
219, 222, 224 

Democracy 
and efficiency, 85 
and police supervision, 104 
sometimes identified with private bus-

iness, J 
Democratic collectivism, S67 
Democratic ideal, 269 
Democratic liberties 3.J1d powers of cor

porations. 182 
Department of justice and monopoly, 

65 
Depreciation olthe currency, S52, .SH. 

as .. beggar my neighbor'' game, S87 
for every village, S7 5 
not anti-social, S87 

Depressed areas and free foreign ex
changes, 376 

Depression 
aggravated by economy, SOO 
and direct decrease in spending. 299 
and gold standard, S73-S79 
and monopolistic price maintenance, 

288 
avoided by social dividend, 268 
cumulative process of, 297 
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for engineering a price fall, 389 

Derived and original factor services, 
S26n 

Derived price, 216 
Desire to hold money, determinants of, 

278 
Destruction 

of conditions of perfect competition, 
200 

of money, S 14 
ofmonopoly, 385 
of surplus, 231 

by "double taxation of saving," 236 
Devine, Dr. Carl T., 36 n 
Dickinson, Prof. H. D., 213 n 
Differential interest rates, 344 
Diminishing aj, the counterpart of dimin-

ishing ap, 163 
law of, 161-163 

Diminishing ap, liH, 152 
considered as counterpart of diminish

ing qf, 163 
Diminishing M, 8, 10, 137, 139, 140, 

141, 149, 152, 167, 172, 339 
also applicable to production, 137 
and dimini_shing marginal transforma-

bility, 141 . 
and diminishing marginal utility of 

income, 27n 
and variable proportions, 137 
as a limit to substitution, 138 
determines factor proportidns, 1 39 

Diminishing marginal transformability, 
137, 141, 143, 147 

and diminishing M, 141 
and elasticity of substitution, 146-147 
and· increasing resistance to substitu-

. tion, 143 
manifestations of, 144 
metamorphoses of, 144 
principle of, 142 
slowness of, 146 

Diminishing marginal utility of income, 
28, so, 33, 361 : 

and diminishing M, 27 n 
derivatioq of, 26 ff. 

Diminishing mei, .. 339 
Diminishing mp, 142, 143, 151, 153, 154, 

155 
and increasing mf, 142, 145 
lawof,141 · 
not so strong as diminishing returns, 

154 . 
Diminishing mj, 155, 155 n 

. 899 

Diminishing returns, 143, 151,.149, .160, 
, 165, 166, 200, 205 . 

always due to the proportion pffactors, 
69 

and constant returns to scale, 143 
and elasticity of substitution, 146-163 
and indivisibilities, 155, 175 t 

and monopoly, 155 
law of, 138, 152, 157 
not avoided by wise husbandry, 161 
not the same as increasing cost, 164 
symmetry of, 160-161 
to entrepreneurship, !10 

Diminishing significance of indivisibility~ 
203 

Diminishing substitutability, see Dimin-
ishing M · 

Diminishing transformability, see Dimin-
' . ishing marginal transformability · 

Direct effects of currency depreciation, 
389 . 

· Direct estimates of msb and msc,' 196 
Direct msb of publ~c works, 316 
Direct substitution, I 12 
Direct transportation· costs, SoW _ 

· Disarmament conferences and prote~ion, 
368 • 

Discontinuity and complementarity, S3 
Discount rate. and interest rate, ·e64 
Discounted pf, 263 ,,. 
Discounted vmp, 251, 263, 264 
Discrimination, 78, 356 

· against foreigners, 364 
and exploitation, 190 
in prices, 1 34 

Discriminatory exploitation, 196. 
and relative efficiency of factorsJ 191 
of the consumers, 193 

Discriminatory intervention, 2~ 
Discriminatory monopoly and average 

price, 193 · 
Disinvestment, 245-246, 828, SSS 

takes time, 332 . . 
Disregard of consumer-and waste of re• 

sources, 135 
Distilling satisfaction out of income, 28 
Distribution · · 

and division and allocation, 118 n 
quantitative and qualitative, 7 

Distribution of goods, optimum, 7 
Distribution of income, see also Division 

of income 
accepted as given, 68, 78 
and compensation, 882 
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Distribution ol income (Cont.) 

and the controlled economy, 277 
and ruu employment, ~07 
and monopoly, 221 
and multiple chance influences, 297 
and the National Debt, S07 

" and time preference, ~2i 
' as a. problem facing the controlled 

economy, S 
determines the propensity to consume, 

276-277 
law of, S07 
very stable, 297 

Distribution of wealth 
and compensation, ~8i 
and f'ul1 employment, .so'i 
and monopolies, ~85 · 
and the National Debt, S07 

• law of, S07 . 
Disturbances, Insulation from, and for• 

eign trade, 881 
Disutility of work, lOS 

marginal, ~5 
Divergences in "Dmp do not cancel out, 85 
Diversion of income from B to .II, SO 
Dlvisibilit:t, 111, 147 

ol methOds, 143 
Division 

and allocation, 117 
and distribution, 118 

Division of income, 12, 19, 2S, 9.7, 9.9, 88, 
· 87, 102 (see also Distribution olin-

come) . 
and relative prices, 9.-i 
between two individuals,~~ 

. in the controlled economy, Ch. 4, 41-56 
must disregard changes in relative 

' prices, 9.-i 
optimum, Ch. 3, 9.3-40 

Division of resources, 117, 185 
and allocation of factors, 128 
as the fundamental problem, 128 

Dobb, Prof. Maurice H., 9.13 n 
Dogmas ' 

and socialism, 5 
of the right and of the left, I tr., S02 

Dogmatic collectivism, 4 
Dollar's worth of product and dollar•s 

worth of factor, 61 
Domestic prices and import balance, 877 

' Domestic trade, 846 
.. Double taxation of savin~· for equaJiz. 

ing wealth, 236 
Downturn of business cycle, 9.98 

INDEX 
Downward spiral, 9.98 
Duration of loans, and interest, ~43 
Dynamic process of investment and disin. 

vestment, SSS 

14 (elasticity of demand}, 88i 
1, (elasticity of supply}, 858, 883 
Earning assets, 843 
Economic and technical elements in In· 

creasing cost, 17Q-171 
Economic and technical problems, 68 
Economic empires, 879 
Economic improvement and technical 1m .. 

provement, 9.44 
Economic Journal, 9.1S n 
Economic laws 

and armchair deductions, 162 
and black magic, 153 

..Economic Liberalism in the postwar 
world," 867 n 

Economic optimum. and technical opti
mum, 9.44n 

Economic power and capitalists, S28 
Economically best and technically best 

equipment, 24S n 
Economically indistinguishable factors, 

I 148, 152 
Economically indistinguishable products, 

148 
Economics of standardization 

adequately encouraged by the Rule, 
184 

based on indivisibilities, 184 
Economy aggravates depression, sao 
Education, 22 
Efficiency 

and democracy, 85 
and legal maxima to size of firms, 9.09 
and minimum of regulation, S 
guaranteed by com~tition, 84 -
needs price mechanism, 128 

Efficiency of investment, 9.62, 277, 9.95 
and expectation of profit, 293 

Effort, and equalization of income, S5 
Eight stages to full employment equilib. 

rium, 281-2~ 
Elasticity, 151 

and arbitrary units, 168 
and proportional changes, 150-151 
from the point of view of the firm and 

of the country, S84n 
of foreign demand, S82 
of indirect technical substitution, 17i 
of liquidity preference, 9.91 



INDEX 
Elasticity of demand, 151 n, SOO, 882 

and elasticity of supply, 169 
for a factor's alternative products, 

169 
for ·exports, 856, 862 
for imports, 878 

Elasticity of substitution (cr}, 146, 147, 
149, 150, 151 n, 168, 172 

and diminishing transformability, 148-
149 

and elasticity of supply, 169 
and productl, 147 
and the law of diminishing returns, 

Ch. IS, 146-163 
and the rate at which substitutability 

diminishes, 146 
infinite, 158, 159, 167 
social, 171 
symmetrical as between two factors, 

· 171 n 
technical, 172 
zero, 148 

Elasticity of supply, 151 n, 167, 168,857, 
.358, 883 

and elasticity of demand, 169 
and elasticity of substitution, 169 
formula for, .358 
from the point of view of industry and 

of society, 171 
influences on, 168-170 
ofimports,862,869,88!Z 
zero or negative, 169 

Elasticity of transformation, 147 
Eliminating depression and inflation, !91. 
Empirical investigation and economic 

laws, 152 
Employment 

adjusted in the optimum manner, 817 
and the fiscal instruments, SIS 
and interest and investment, Ch. 21, 

2.59-270; Ch. 22, 271-284; Ch. 
29,801-822 

and price flexibility, 272 n 
and profit, 272 
as a problem facing the controlled 

• economy,_, 
determined by investment, 277, 285 
indirect msb from increase in, 816 
level of, 271 1 280 
when nothing is done about it, 298 

Emulatory instincts, 41 
Engineering a price ran through depres

sion, 889 
England from 1925 to 1981 
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Enterprise economy, and emphasis .on 
output, 128 

Entrepreneurship 
an unaugmentable factor, 21~11 
cannot be delegated, 211 
diminishing returns to, 210 

Envy, S6 
Equal division of income, 82, 41 

and maximization of satisfaction, 29 
not directly applicable to practical 

policy,40 
Equalitarian ideal, 269 

and other objectives, 40 
Equality 

between prices and vmf, IQ0-105 
of capacities for satisfaction, 29 

Equality and proportionality. 
between prices and rnp·s, 122 
between price and vmf, 1Q0-105 

Equalization 
of income, 85, S67 
of marginal substitutabilities ( M's), 

12, IS, 188 
of the marginal utility of income, 28, Sl 
ofmei, 851, 866 
of rnsb and msc, 817-818 
of present and future values of goods~ 

241 . 
of wealth by "double taxation of sav

ing, .. 286 
of the wealth of nations, 866, S67 

Equilibrium 
and optimum division of factor$, 63 
and the point of view, 840 · 
in economic treatises, 5 
individual, 840 
long period, Ch. 17, ~I 1 
not automatic, 87t 
of the firtn, Ch. 17, ~II 

' of the rate of interest, 281 
of the rates of exchange, 847, 890 
short period, Ch. n. ~11. S40 

Equilibrium consumption, 275, S40 
functional relationship between income

and, 276 
gap between income and, 275,322 

Equilibrium income level, 275, 276 ·· 
path to, 27t . 

Equipment, 8.35 
and factor services incorporated, 825 
improvement of, 243 · 
of society, S40 . 
stocks an essential part of, Sit 
temporary improvement of, SiS 
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Ex~apitalist school, 6 
Ex~ollectivist school, 6 
Excess 

of ac over me is negative rent, 22$ 
of imports over exports, 872 

and outflow of gold, 871 
of marginal cost over price, 858 
of me over ac is surplus, 22.5 

Exchange clearing schemes, and elastici-
ties of demand, 879 _ 

Exchange stabilization fi.m4, 886 
Expansion of output 

and investment, 297 
direct and indirect gain from, 82-SS 

Expectations, 215, 27-t 
and the marginal efficiency of invest

ment, 298 
Expenditure creates income, 27i 

· Expenditure tax, 236 
Exploitation, 8, 828, 862, 868 

and discrimination, 190 
of newcomers, 86-t 
of the foreigner, 882-88.5 

Export balance, regional, 875 
Export of claims, 853-854 
Export subsidies and the gold standard, 

873-874 . 
Exporting, marginal cost of, 846 
Exports 

as sales by a country, 859 
elasticity of demand for, 862 
excess of imports over, 872 
ideal tax on, 888 
value and quantity of, 877 

Exports and imports 
critical elasticity of demand for, 878 
ideal tax on, under monopoly, .S84n 
symmetrical, 879 n 

External debt, constitutes a real burden, 
805 

Extra cost, 72, 7S 
Extra effort, and equalization of income, 

85 
Extra revenue, 72, 73 
Extrao~dinary budgets, !21 

. F, see Comp<)site factor 
Factor priees 

and product prices, 282, 288 
and technical progress, 257 
determined by condition of supply, 

1HZ-liS 
determined by differences in fixed pro

portions, J 10 

INDEX 
index of, 259 
lower in the future than in the present, • 

249 
not needed when indeterminate, liS 

Factor services ""imprisoned,'" 321! ff. 
· Factors (ot production) 

allocation of, 77, 117, 128, 128, 248 
and labor, 71 
assumed divisible and homogeneous,. 

51,69 ' 
composite factor (F), 108-11+ 
differ only in sign from'J>roducts, 125 
economically indistinguishable, 158 
fixed, se1 Fixed factors 
foreign currencies as, 846 
Increased relatively to the other factors, 

l+t 
Increments of, 141 

.indivisible, 17+, 187 
minimized just as product Is mini

mized, 11 +, 125 
movement of, a substitute for product 

movements, !48-850 
proportions between, 1 89 

determined by diminishing M, I 59 
fixed, Ill 
minimum, 158 
three ranges of, 158-159 
variability of, II, 184, 149, 218 

rearrangement of, 59 ff., 62, 120 
relative efficiency of, 191, 195 
symmetrical with products,l1 +,199, 249 
treated as products, 123-124. 
transformed into products or into dis-

placed factors, 12.5, 141 
unaugmentable, 21o-211 
welfare equations in terms of, Ch. 9, 

~105 
Falling income and investment, 292 
Falling prices 

and banks, 290 
and credit, 290-291 
and fixed obligations, 290 
and lower prices, 272, 288-289, !89 
and postponement of investment, 292 
and rising prices, 278 
inconvenience of, 250 

Falling wages and lower wages, 288-289 
Farmers · 

and the A.A.A., 47-+8 
and the stamp plan, 47-+8 
helped by restriction plans, 45 
may produce more because price is low, 

223 
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Faulty allocation of resources checked bJ representing msc and msb, 347 

rents, 225 subsidy on pun:ha.se of, S74t 
Faulty speculation beneficial to the rest supply and demand for, 846 

of society. 92 . tax on sale of, 87+ . 
Federal debt and functional fuwx:e, 302 Foreign dumping, 368 _ 
Feet and yards, 255 Foreign elasticities of mpply and de-
Fertility of the soil, 232 mand, 362, 383 
F'J.lching employment from other c:oun- Foreign exchange, 371,876 

tries, 389 · and full employment, 385, 390 
F'mal consumption goods, S25 Foreign investment, S50, 355, 366 
F'u-m. elasticitj from the point o( view Foreign lending, and ill feeling, 366 

of the, SSt n " Foreign money, s« Foreign~;;. 
F'ucal inlltnunents Foreign trade, CL 26-29, 846-392 . 

and fiscal policy, S15 and employment, 369ft". 
and printing or destroying money, and insulation from disturbances, 

S14t 881 
the combination of, SI2 and.per(ect competition, 348 
three pain of, S14t in a capitalistic economy, CL 28, 368-

F'l!Cal policy. application of the fiscal in- 380 
struments to, S15 in the controlled economy, OJ. 27,881-

F'ucal principles of a grocery store, 80i 891 
Five welfare equations, 76 Foreigners • 
F'ued assets, 837 discrimination against. S64t. 
F'ued costs, 203, 205 exploitation or. 882,. S85 

and collectivist enterprise. CJfJ7 Formula . 
not economically relevant, CJfJ7 for elasticity o( demand. S61 

F'ued (acton, CLI7, ~II; 189,175, Cor the optimum tax on imports 8nd 
203,217,SS7 export.s,.882-S8t 

and long and short periods, !liS Free enterprise, 883 . 
and variable factors, 22+ and the optimum use ofresoun:es, 72 
none in the long run, 208 as an instrument of control, 6 
tend to mbilize competition. 203 · as freedom for public and private enter-

F'u:ed obligations and ran in prices, 290 prise, ~87 -
F'u:ed proportions. 106, 110, ISS, 148, Free exchange. I+,. 63 

149, 159 need not lead to optimum aiJocation of 
and zero elasticity of submtution, 148 goods, 16 

F'u:ed rates of exchange, 376 Free traders, internationalism of', S64t 
and unemployment, 390 Freedom of choice 

Flexibility and full employment, 10+ 
or exchange rates. 375 illusion or, 822 , 

_ of prices, 295 Freedom of entry 
of rent, wages, and prices, 250 as check on monopoly, 85 
of wages, 272 n can check profits but not waste, 182 

Flow of consumption goods and stock of Freedom of movement, 355, 31+, 371 
money, 279 Freedom of the individual 

Flow of services and quantity of capital, and capitalism, 85 
325 and private enterprise, 8t 

Flower-pot argument for diminillhing re- and the social dividend, 268 
turns, 100 Freudian repression and the labor theory 

Fluctuations in marginal cost, 215 of value, S29 
Foreign borrowing and lending, optimum Frictions and price policy, 259, 272 n 

tax on, 385 Friendliness and equality of income,. 39 
Foreign currency, Sl+ •Trom Vulgar Political Economy to 

u a factor of production, 346 Vulgar Marxism, .. 227 



Fruit and meat, example, 9 tr. 
showing competitive behaviour as ao

cially harmful, S!r-90 
Full employment, 267, 297, !20, S21, 

S69tr., !90 
and distribution or wealth and income, 

S07 
and exchange ntes, !76 
and Inflation, 298 
and total demand, ! 11 
cannot be assumed, 280 
eight stages to, 281-28i 

' impediments in mechanism for, 285 
in a capitalist economy, 271 
instruments for, S02 
aacriticed to gold, !7! 

Functional Finance, Ch. 2+, !01-!22, 
302 n, S21, S8!r-S91 

"Functional Finance and the Federal 
debt:• SOin 

Fundamental cause or the business cycle, 
296 . 

·· Future goods, cheaper than present 
goods, 24+, 247 

.. 

Future output . 
resources directed toward, S24o 

· transforming current consumption Into, 
243,24+,245,SS3 

·Gain 
from exploiting the foreigner, S69 
from redivision of income, Sl 
from speculation, 91 

Gap between income and equilibrium 
consumption, 275, 276, 284o, 294<, 
297, sOl, !22, !72 . 

General and particular wage reductions, 
286 

General rationing (of purchasing power), 
52 . 

as a device for equalizing income, 54 
origin or, 53 \ 

Gifts, 220 
ln kind, SIS 
to equalize wealth of nations, S67 

••Going bankrupt" applied to the econ
omy, 800 

Gold 
and Interest, 370 
parity, 372 . 
pegging the price of~ 370, 371 
reserves, 371 

Gold ftow 
and credit restriction, 871 

INDEX . 
three effects of interest on, ~71-S7S 

Gold standard, 870, !76 
and depression, !7!-874 
and export subsidies, S7S-S7t 
and full employment, !87 
as counterspeculation, !70 
confidence in, 872 
conveniences of, !70 
defense of, !87 

Good health and glowing. complexion, 
!77 

Goods, optimum distribution of, 7 
Goods, people and capital, freedom of 

· movement for, !75 
Government 

and counterspeculation, 65 
and creation of liquidity, !22 
and employment, 299, 800 
and the business cycle, 299 
and useless investments, S 16 
in competition with private business, 

807,!18 ' 
may Interfere with the optimum alloca

tion of goods, 21-22 
, ''the government r::teeds the money :• 

807, SIS 
treated as a private business, 807, 818 

Government debt, Itt National debt 
Government intervention 

in the social interest, 46 
and rent on surplus, 220 

Government investment, as a non-capi
talist measure, 277 

Government ownership, and government 
debt, SOO 

Government spending 
and investment, SOO 
and total demand, 299 

Gradual equalization of income, S4 
Gravity, as a factor of production, 67 

· Greed, on the part of investors, 293 
Grocery store, fiscal principles appropri· 

ate to, 302 
Gross earnings, 290 
Gross investment, 258 
Gross profit, 206 
Growing population, and saving, 269 
Guarantee 

of price by counterspeculation, 55, 94 
of price of gold, 871 

Guardians, 9, 21 
cannot deal with pecuniary emulation, 

42 
and rationing, 61, 52 



INDEX' 
Harm 

• from monopoly, 16 
from taxes, 321 

Harmful and useful economies, 209 
Harmful public worb may be better than 

nothing, 317 
Harmonious cooperation of nations, 355 
Harris, Seymour E., S67 n· 
Hasty impetuousness,of government ac

tion, 310 
Hats and steel, relative prices over time, 

247-248 
.. Heads I lose, tails you win,•• 238 
Health hazards and immigrants, 365 
Healthy economy and equalization of in-

come, S67 ~ 
Heterogeneity of capiul goodS and of 

consumption goods, 3$2 
High consumption and high investment 

parties, 263 
High income rarely the result of work, 

240 
Hindrances to movement. 376 
Hoarding, 250, 31+ 
Homogeneous consumption goods, 57, 

332 . 
Homogeneous facton of production, 57 
Horizon, of short and long period points 

ohiew, 227 
Horror of debt, 318 
Horseless carriages, 321 

'Hostility to speculation, origin of, 9+-95 
Houn of work 

may be decreased by wage-rate in
creases, I 05 

variation of, 10+ 
Htr.z~ to P~jfl' tlJe WilT, by J. M. Keynes. 

Mn 
Humanitarian considerations 

and labor as a factor of production, 7o-
71 

and unsound finanre, 300 

Ideal allocation of fruit and meat, IS 
Ideal tax on exports and imports, 38S, 

SS+n " 
Identification 

of perfect competition with the opti
mum use ofresources, 199 

of the government with a private busi
ness, S07 

Idle money and interest, 371, 572 
· Ignorance • 

distorts the allocation of goods. 4S 

influences price, ISO 
m feeling ·and foreign lending, 366 
Illicit generalization, 286 
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lllogic31 transferences from the capitalist 
economy,I99 

IDusion of consumer" a freedom, 322 
"Illusory" prosperity. 321 
Immigration 

a substitute for international trade. 365 
and discrimination, S6+ 
and wages, 365 
canriot impoverish the COUilb'J. 365 
from breeding c::enten. 36+., 866 
of cheap labor, S68 
restrictions on., S65 

Impediments . 
.in full employment Jllfdtanism, 288, . 

29+, 296 
to free trade, S68 

Imperfect competition 
and advertising, 79 
and salesmanship, 79 
and wastefulness of competition, ISS 
frequency of, 78-79 
in mWl markets, 182 

Imperfect knowledge, 198 · ... 
Impetuousness of government action., 870 
Importbalance-

and level of income, 873 
and outflow of gold, 371 
regional, 815 

Importing. marginal cost of., M6 
Imports 

elasticity of demand for, 878 
elasticity of supply of., .562 
excess of., over exports. 372 
ideal tax on., 382, 383., 38+ n 
of claims, 358-35+ 

Imports and exports 
aitical point in elasticity of demand 

for, 878 
ideal tax on, 882, sss. 38+ n 
symmetrical, 879 n 

"Imprisoned .. factor services, 52+ ff. 
Improvement of equipment, 2+3, 249 

temporary, 323 
Inadequacy of demand, 320 
· and inequality of income, 296 
Inadequacy of popular argument for 

diminishing returns, 100 
Incentives, 53 

and private enterprise. 84o 
and total income available to be di

vided. S6 
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Incentives (Coni.) 

neither too weak nor too strong, 8-t 
to combination. 207 
to expansion, 201 

Income 
and consumption, 283, 29-t 
and costs, 273 
and equilibrium consumption 

functional relationships between, 
276 

gap between, 275 
and import balance, S73 
and lr)vestment, 273, 276 
created by expenditure, 273 
diminishing marginal Utility or, Stl 

Diminishing marginal utility or 
income 

distribution or, Stl Distribution of in-
come 

division or, Stt Division ol income 
equalization of, S5, S61 
inequality of, set Inequality of income 
ol consumer, 267 
optimum division of, Cb. S, 28-40 
redistribution of, and balancing the 

budget, S19 , 
total, and the effect of incentives on, 

S6 
Income tax 

and arduous occupations, 231 
_and house rent, 237 
and inequality of wealth, 236 
and savings, 2S6 
does not fall entirely on surplus, 235-

240 
does not interfere with particular ex

penditUres, 235 
keeps capitalists on a commission basis, 

2S8 
marginal rate of, 2S5, 2S9 
most suitable for transfer purposes, 49 
personal,. least harmful, 2S9 
progressive, 2S8 

Inconvenience 
of a single monetary system, S76 
of falling prices, 250 . 

. Increase in output, shown in elasticities, 
170 

Increase- in satisfaction, from redivision 
of income, S2 

Increased employment, indirect msb from, 
316 

Increasing af, 163 
a sign of wasteful production, 162 

INDEX 
Increasing all factors In the same propor

tion, 166 
Increasing ap, 163 

and negative marginal product, 166 
lricreasing average cost, 201 
Increasing cost, 167, 172,201,216 

and abnormal profit, 201 
and relative efficiency factors, 261 
and rent, 224 
from the point of view of an industry 

and ofsociety, 17Q-171, 261 
makes contraction of output profitable, 

201 
makes perfect competition secure, 201 
not the same u diminishing retuJ"Jl$, 

J64o 
rapge of, 202 
two reasons for, 22H25 

Increasing expenditure and reducing 
taxes, SIO 

Increasing M, 147 
economically irrelevant; I 39-140 , 

Increasing marginal utility ofincome, and 
complementarity, SS 

Increasing mf, 141, 155 
and diminishing mp, 142; 145 

Increasing mp, 155, 155 n 
eliminated by the Rule or by perfect 

competition, 153-154 
Increasing reluctance to give up a good, , 

192 
Increasing resistance to substitution, and 

diminishing transformability, 148 
Increasing returns, 154, 151, 186, 204o 

always due to the changes in the pro-
portion of factors, 69 

and the collectivist economy, 176 . 
and significant indivisibility, 177 
and negative (virtual) mp, 181 
avoided by~wise husbandry, 161 
implies a negative mp of collaborating 

factors, 156 
in initial range of factor proportions, 

100 • 
in perfect competition, 175 
not the same as decreasing cost, 164-

165 
pays the firm to close down or to ex

pand, 178-179 
range of, 177 
wasteful, 161 

Increasing technical M, 142 . 
Increasing "Valuation of successive equal 

sacrifices, 171 



INDEX 
Indebtedness, international, 853 
Independence of the individual and the 

social dividend, 268 
Indeterminacy 

of factor prices, 112 
of the size of the production unit, 167 

Index numbers, 258, 259, 260 
of rigid prices, 296 · 
and relative prices, 258 
inevitably arbitrary, 255 

Indirect 
effects 

of currency depreciation, 889 • 
of price and cost reductions, 888 
of tariffs, 888 

elasticity of substitution, 172 
incentive to combination and expan

sion, 201 
msb of public works, 815, 816 
substitution, 112 

of factors with fixed proportions, 
Ill 

transformation of present into future 
goods, 242 ff., 248 

transportation 
by substitute move~ents, 850 

transportation costs, 849 
Individual interest and social interest, 67 
Individual point of view, 831,887 
Individual saving and social investment, 

839 I 

Individual short period equilibrium, 840 
Individualism contrasted with capitalism, 

2 
Indivisibilities, Ch. 15, 17+-185, 200, 

837 
abstracted from, 107 
and economics of standardization, 184< 
and virtual mp and large divisions, Ch. 

16, 186-199 
destroy perfect competition, 179, 180, 

188 
large and small, 17 5 
prevent adjustment of factors, 178 
set the minimum scale of production, 

- 174 
significant, 176 
size of, and size of the market, 180 

Indivisible block of factors, 187 
Indivisible decisions, 198 , 
Indivisible factor, 177, 188, 180 

effects of too little of it, 201 
use ofa whole block not warranted, 201 

Indivisible product, 179 

Indivisible shifts in output, 196 
Indivisible unit, 189 · 
Induction versus deduction, 153 
Industries 

equalization of mei in, 851 
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in which competition is stable, 211 
steel industry an~ hat industry, 851 

Industry 
definition of, is arbitrary, 222 
mystically referred to, 3 
point of view of, 167, 200 

Inelastic demand 
and automatic mechanism, 377 
for imports, 877, 880 

Inelastic supply, 168 
Inequality 

between marginal utilities, 27 
of income, 8, 42, 269, 867 

and exaggeration of needs, 41 
creates wants, 41, 42 
justifiable in particular cases, 40 

of wealth, 3 
and income tax, 236 

Inferior, equipment makes investment de
sirable, 243 

Inferior solution of terms of trade, 868 
Infinite elasticity of substitution, 148-

149, 159, 167 
Infinitely elastic demand, 193 
Inflation, 266, 269, 285, 29+, 817 

always calls for restriction of expendi
tures, 54 

and profits, 52 , 
avoided by reducing social dividend, 

268 
checked by taxation, 284 
vicious spiral'of, 51, 266 

Inflexibility of prices, wages, and rents, 
250 

Influence on price and optimum alloca-
tion of goods, 66 , 

Ingenuous planners and wastefulness of 
• competition, 183-184 · 

Inhabitants cannot lose by immigration, · 
864-366 

Input, 128 
symmetrical with output, 179 

Input of factors 
and output of products, 127-128, 1+2 

Instability of perfect competition, 167 
Institutions as instruments of social 

policy, 6 
Instruments of fiscal policy, application 

of the, 802, 815 
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Integration of differen.t economies by the 
Rule, !.54 1 

Interest, 2.50, 2.51, 2.5-t. 260, 267. 277, 
289, Si.S, !!6, !!7, !40. !.51, !72. 
S7t. !S.S . 

adjusted in" the optimum manner. !17 
affects the money people want to hold, 

270 
and capital, Ch. 2.5. !23-!4.5, !28 
and credit restrictions. !71 
and discount rate, 254 
and economic authorities, 257 
and employment, Cbs. 21, 22, 24; !72 
and exploitation, !29 
and the fiscal instruments, :JJS 
and gold flows, !71 
and idle funds, S71 
and investment, Cbs. 2t, 22,; 24, 25; 

277, 268, 282, 292-294, !15, sss 
and lending, 282, 291-292 
and liquidity, 281, !42 
and marginal productivity of capital, 

!31, !32, 835 
and marginal yield, 253 n, 256 
and period considered, 842 · 
and propensity to consume, 283 
and rate of change in prices, 250,2.53 n, 

260 
and risk, 842 
and saving, 236, 268, S3S 
and surplus cash, 279 
and taxes, !OS · 
and taxes and bonuses, 311-!12 
and uncertainties, 293 
appropriate rate of, determined by mei, 

262 . 
depreciates the dollar, 252 
determines investment, 277 
lower limit to, 292 
lowered by repaying national debt, 810 
must also apply to consumers, 26~65 
normal, 291-292 
not equal to marginal productivity of 

capital, 882 
not so important, 293 
on the national debt, !03 
prevents prices from falling, 252 
raised by government borrowing, !09 

Interest mechanism in capi.talist econ
omy, 260 

Interest of section of the economy, 881 
Interest policy 

can minimize necessary price changes, 
251 

INDEX 
comes after price policy, 259 

Interest rate, stt Interest 
Interference with free trade, !68 
Internal debt, cancels out, S06 
International 

application of the Rule, !57 
complications of monetary policy, 889 
depression, 880 
equalization of wealth, 867 
haggling avoided by the Rule, S6S , 
indebtedness, 353 
'point ofview, 359 
specialization, 874, 881 

International trade, 355 
destruction of, 363 
migration a substitute for, 565 
restriction of, !62 

Internationalism of the classical free 
traders, 3541 

Inter-regional price differences, S49, !50 
Inter-regional trade, !48 
Intervention · 

discriminatory, 22 
in the social interest, +6 

Intimidation, 16 
and monopoly, 85 

Investing takes time, !!2-833 
Investment, 258,267, 278,322, 333, 335, 

336 
adjusted in the optimum manner, 817 
and appreciation of currency, 352 
and capital and interest, Ch. 25, S23-

S45 . I 

and consumption, 268-269, 292, 293 
and disinvestment, 2+6 
and employment, Cbs. 21, 22, 24; 277, 

288 
and the fiscal instruments, 313 
and gap between income and equilib-

rium consumption, 297 
and government spending, SO<> 1 
and income, 273 
and interest~ Cbs. 21, 22. 24, 25, 28; 

268, 277, s J 5, 352 
and marginal efficiency of investment, 

261-262 
and marginal yield, 260 
and price of consumption goods, 261 
and rising income, 297 
and time preference, 265 
arbitrary base for measuring, S+2 
atom of, sso ' 
automatically regulated, 265 
concentration of,' :l~:J 



INDEX 
efficiency of, 262, 277, 295 
excess of, over saving, 553 
is like spending, 299 
marginal efficiency of, see Marginal 

efficiency of investment 
needed for various income levels, 27 5 
permanent, 526 
priority of, over the rate of interest, 

265 
rate of, can not be decided by the con

sumer, 265 
schedule of the marginal efficiency of, 

53+ 
subsidized by creation ofliquidity, 544 
three formulations of, 550 
unpaid, and international equalization 

of income, 567 
Investment opportunities, 297 

in regions and industries, 551 
Investment policy, 517 
Irrationality, 24, 52 

and diminishing marginal utility of, 
income, S!l 

Joint stock corporations and risky enter
prise, 259 

Journal cif Political Economy, 227 n 
Justifications of .. double taxation of 

savings, .. 2.96 

Kalecki, Dr. M., 63 n, 64 
''Keeping up with the Joneses," 41 
Keeping the price level stable, 261 
Keynes, J, M., 64, 554 n 

and marginal efficiency of investment, 
534n 

Labor, 67 
allocation between labor and leisure,. 

71 n, 101 
and the other factors of production, 

272n 
factors of production and human beings, 

7Q-71 
l.Aissn: fairt, 354 

and managerial organization, 211 
contrasted with control, I 

Lake, water in, 325 
Land,57,223,348 

difficult to disentangle pure land, 232 
not the most important source or sur

plus, 234 
Land rent and surplus. 232 
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Land ta:x, sentimental argument against,. 
2.95 

Land taxers, 232 
La Place, 119 -

Trotsky on, 62 1 

Large decisions, 197, 198 
and indivisibilities, Ch. 16, 186-199 

. Large indivisibilities, 174 
Latecomers and early immigrants, 564 
Law of diminishing aj, 161-168 
Law of diminishing average 'prOduct, 165· 
Law of diminishing marginal product, 141 
Law or diminishing returns, see Diminish-

ing returns · ·. 
Law of distribution of wealth and income, 

. 507 . 
Legal maximum to the size of firms 

and efficiency, 209 • (. . 
could maintain perfect competition, 

209 
Legal restrictions on competition, 211. 
Leisure, 35, 36 · 

and labor, 71 n 
and unemployment, 184 
as an alternative product, 60 
especially favored by income tax, 257, 

238 
marginal utility of, 55 
tends to be neglected, 105 ·· 
valuation of, lOS 

Lenders, sharp practices by, S66 
Lending 

and interest, 282, 291, 292 
in a broad sense, 280 · 

Lending and bOrrowing, 27~80 
· and total spending, S 11-S I i 

as fiscal instruments, 812 
Lengthening of the average period. of 

production, 320, 821 
Lerner, A • .P., 151 n, 2U n, 272 n, 802 rt, .. 

851 n, 567n 
Lesser evil, rationing as a, 61 
Level of employment, see Employment 
Level of income, see Income 
Level o(money payments and need to hold 

money, 279 
Liberal capitalism, + 
Liberalism and socialism and welfare 

economics, 4 ff. 
Linearity assumption, 197 
Lip service to centralized planning, 119 
Liquidity, 842, S4S 

creation of, S44 
subsidizing' investment, 344 
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lJquidity preference 
and bad times. 278 
cumulative Increase in. 29i 
determines the rate or interest. 281 
elasticity or. 291 

lJteral interpretation of the Rule suffices, 
126-127 

Local currency. depreciation of. S74 
Lockouts. 289 
Long period. Cb. 18, 212-227,203, 226 
Long period and short period me, 21Hit 
Long run and equalization of income, 8.S 

perfect competition not stable in, 208-
209 

• Long-sighted point ofview. 227 
Losses, 206 

at the (optimum) output determined by 
the Rule. 178 

from competition with speculators. 93 
irrelevant for the collectivist economy, 

108,199 
instinctively felt to be wrong, 198. 199 
monopolistic reduction or, 288 
result from significant indivisibility, 

177 
Lottery, 238 
Low elasticities as curiosa, !79 
Low income groups and the stamp plan, 

47-48 
Lower limit to the rate or interest. 292 
Lower prices and falling prices, 272 n, 

288-289 
Lower wages and falling wages. 288-289 

M, set Marginal substitutability and Di· 
minishing M 

Magic of profit from selling short, 93 
Magnetism as a factor of production, 67 
Mahomet and the mountain, !49 
Maintenance of adequate demand, 320 · 
Maintaining capital equipment, 341 
Maintaining employment while balancing 

the budget, S I 9 , 
·M aldistribution 

o( resources, ~44-345 
of wealth, 320 

Management-cum-enterprise an unaug· 
mentable factor, 210 

Managerial organization 
and laisse%Jaire, 2ll 
and bureaucracy, 211 

Managers, 125, 138, l54o 
and centralized planning, J 19 
and influence on price, ISJ 

INDEX 
more skilful eliminate the less skilful, 

210 
Manchester Statistical Society, 831 n 
Margin, 67, 68, 124o 
Marginal benefit to the country, 359, 862 
Marginal cost(mc), 72, 99,129, ISO, lSI, 

I 32, I 83, I 55 n, 156, 166, I 84, 205, 
200, 207, 208, 21S, 214, 216, 216, 
217, 221, 224, 225,858, S62 

and average cost, 217 
and influence of buyers on price, 128 
and marginal quantity otfactor, 99 
and price 

deviation between, 883 
formula for, S57, 858 

and the Rule, 98 
fluctuations in, 215 
,or exporting, 846 
of importing, S46 
of storage, 242 
o( transportation, 846 
proportional to price, I S4o 
to the country, 351, 359, 382, 884 n 
to the firm, 883, 884 n 
to the industry, not or social signifi

cance, 172 
Marginal disutility of work, 85 
Marginal efficiency o( capital a.M mei, 

8S4n 
Marginal efficiency of investment (mei), 

262, 264, 265, 266, 277. 288, sso, 
831, 334, 336, 331, SS9-S40, 841, 
845, 351, 854, 355, 366, 867, 874, 
!75 

and marginal productivity of capital, 
830 ' 

and marginal yield from anticipating 
input, 262 

and marginal yield from postponing 
output, 262 

and quantity of capital, 837 
and the price level, 850-352 
and the rate or interest, SS8, 350-8.52, 

355 
and the rate of investment, 261-262 
determines the appropriate rate of 

interest, 262 · 
diminishing, SS9 
equalization o(, 366 

in regions and in industries, S5l 
in different regions, 350-352 
j. M. Keynes on, S34n 
schedule of, 334 

Marginal income tax, 235, 239 
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Marginal net product, 109, 112, 115 

value of, I 11, I 88 
Marginal opportunity cost, 43, 44, 45, 

66 
Marginal private cost (mpc), 75, 76, 77, 

78, 82, 86, 89, 96, 97' 99, 176, 177 
Marginal private revenue (mpr), 75, 76, 

77' 78, 86, 89, 96, 97' 99, 176, 177' 
180 

Marginal product (mp), 60, 68, 69, 80, 
81, 98, 99, 100, 107, 108, 109, 114, 
115, I20, 121, 12S, 124, 126, lSI, 
ISS, 14S, 145, I5S, 154, 159, 166, 
115, 177, 180, 19S, 205, 215, 225, 
246, 247, 249, 350, 369 

and ap of fellow factor, 157-158 
and indivisibilities, Ch. 16, I86-199 
and relation to average produc~ of 

fellow factor, 157-158 
and ~ale of output, 81 
and value of marginal product, 65 
combined, 111-112 
concept of, S2S 
diminishing, see Diminishing mp 
negative, I 57, 161 
of indivisible factor, I 86 
symmetrical with mf, 99 
virtual, 187 ~ 

with fixed proportions, I06 
Marginal productivity, SSO 
Marginal productivity of capital, SSS, 

SS7 
and mei, SSO ff., SS4, SS9-S40 
and rate of interest, SSI, SS2, SS5 

. and unemployment, SS9 
as a percentage, SSl 
relevant only for individuals, SS1-SS2 

Marginal products · 
ratio between, I S6 
sum of, exhausts the whole product, 

166 
Marginal quantity of factor ( mj), 98, 99, 

I45, I63 
diminishing mj, I 55, 155 n 
increasing mj, I 41 
symmetrical with mp, 99 

Margin~ rate of income tax, 235, 239 
Marginal relative attachment, IS 

· Marginal relative eagerness for more, 14 
Marginal revenue (mr), 7S, 99, IS5, 

155 n, 205, 206, 359, 361 
and price, .960, 361 
deviation between price and, 360, S84 
negative, 7.9 

to the country, 282-28S, 384 n 
to the firm, S84 n 
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Marginal social benefit ( msb), 7 5: 76, 77, 
78, 8'8, 89, 90, 9I, 96, 97, 98, 102, 
lOS, 109, 112, J24, I27, 1S2, 17S, 
189, 193, 194, 196, 207, SI6, SI8, 
345, 359, S6I, 384 n 

estimates of, I 90, 196 · 
greater than monopolist's marginal 

revenue, I 94 
not adequately represented by vmp, 

I89:;-I90 . . 
of public and private spending, 316 
should be equated to msc, SI7-SI8 

Marginal social cost ( msc), 7 5, 76, 77, 78,. 
85,89,90,96,97,98,102,10S,l09, 
lll, 112, 124, 127, 1.92, 189, 192, 
194, 197, 242, 265, SOO, SIS, SI8, 
344, 345, 359, S6I' .984 . 

does not include fixed costs, 207 
estimates of, I90, 196 , 
e~ceeded by payment· to the factors, 

19S 
less than monopolist's marginal outlay, 

I94 . 
not adequately represented by pf, 189-

190 ~ .. / . . 

represented by. foreign currency, S47 \ 
should be equated to.msb, 5I7 

Marginal substitutability(M),W, 14, 15, 
I6, 17, I 8, 20, 22, 25, 35, 42, 4.9, 44, 

• 45, 46, 50, 59, 60, 66, 78, 1S5, IS7, . 
139, 140, I46, 148, i51 n, 159, 167, . 
172, 24I 

constant and increasing, 20 .. 
diminishing, see Diminishing M 
equal to relative price, 46 
in consumption and in production, 123 
proportional change in, 15I 
proportional to pri<,:e, 46, IS8, 140 
technical, 12S ' 

Marginal substitutability curve, 149, 159 
Marginal trans(ormability, see Diminish..; 

ing marginal transformability , 
Marginal utility 

of income, 29, SO 
diminishing, Gee Diminishing margi-

1 nal utility of income 
equalization of, 27 

ofleisure, S5 
of unequal incomes, 28 

Marginal utility curves, height of, Sl ~ 
Marginal valuation, ofpresent and futurE: 
· ' consumption, S42 
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Marginal value yield 
and marginal physical yield, !.54 
and mei, 262 
from anticipating input, 252 
from postponing output, 252 

Marginal variable cost, 20.5 
Marginal yield, 260, 261 

alternative measurements or, 255-
256 

and marginal value yield, 254 
and rate offall in prices, 253 n, 256 
and rate of interest, 253 n, .256 
and rate of investment, 260 
from anticipating input, 250 tf. . 
from postponing output, 250 tf., 252, . 

2.56, !23, !28, !30, !31 · 
Market, size of, and size of indivisibili

ties, 180 
Market rate of interest and net rate to 

the individual, 236 
Market relations, Trotsky on, 64 n 1 
Market transformation and technical ' 

transformation over time, 253 n · 
Marshall, Principles of Economics, 151 n 
Maximizing 

benefit to the country, 283, 3.56 
gain, 16 • 
probable total satisfaction, 29, 34 

and equal division of income, 29 
total satisfaction, 25 · 

Maximizing products and minimizing 
factors, 125, 142 

Maximizing profit, 76-'78, 85, 138, 161, · 
186. 177, 180, 340 . 

advantage to society of, 72 tf., 84 
and the Rule, 74 

me, see Marginal cost 
Meaningfulness of maximizing total 

utility, 39 
Measurement of temperature, analogy 

of, 341 
Measures of elasticity and arbitrary size 

of the unit, 150 
Measuring satisfaction, impossibility of, 

24 
Meat and fruit, 9 tf. 

as alternative products, 59-61 
Meat and fruit example 

and marginal opportunity cost, 4o-t tf. 
showing equivalence of alternative 

welfare equations, 97-98 
Meat rations in England in terms of cost, 

54 
Mechanism of full employment, 271 

INDEX 
· mei, ttl Marginal efficiency of investment 

Mercantilism, 1 
Methods of production, divisibility of, 

143, 174 
mf, 1e1 Marginal quantity of factor 
Micawber, Mr., and the National Debt, 

304 . 
Middle-class people and risky invest-

, ment, 2:39 , 
Middle range of factor proportions, 158-

159, 161, 177 
narrowed to a single point, 159 

Migration, 348, 350 
Minimizing factors, 12.5 

and maximizing products, 142 
Minimizing total cost, 131 
Minimum adjustment period, 215 
Minimum average cost 

number of firms equates prices to, 207 
tends to be reached in long period, 208 

Minimum proportion offactor, 158 
Minimum real wage, 272 n 
Minimum scale of production set by indi

visibili ties, 17 4 
Ministry of Economic Planning, 77, 119 

and the appropriate rules, 64 
and the pricing mechanism, 64 
and the "proportionality .. Rule, 101 

, in the collectivist economy, 62 
should not try to concern itself with 
· details, 64 

Misconceptions about the National Debt, 
304 

Misinformation distorts the allocation of 
goods, 43 

Mixed economy, 2 
J1 bad name, 4 

Mnemonic for average-marginal rela
tionship, 82 

Monetary authorities, 34o-t, 345, 351 
Monetary policy 1\nd the gold standard, 

371 
Money, 17, 19, 23 

always held by somebody, 277-278 
amount of • 

and confidence, 290 
and need for money, 290 
automatic decrease in, 291 

appreciation of, 289 
demand for and supply of, 281 
need for, and collectivist economy, 270 
usefulness o(, 21 

Money demands for goods and services, 
271 tf.' 



INDEX 
Money gifu the best form of help, 363 
Money grants may preserve the optimum 

allocation of goods, 46-47 
Money in the bank and falling prices, 291 
Money income, 23 

as a measure of real income, 24 
Money paymenu and the need for money 

to hold, 279 
Money to hold 

and the rate of interest, 270 
decreased by government borrowing, 

309 
demand for, 278 
need for, and level of money payments, 

279 
Monopolistic combination, 203 
Monopolistic control over price, 16, 69, 

80 
Monopolistic discrimination, 191, 194 

and m.sb and msc, 190 
and monopolistic exploitation, 190 

Monopolistic exploitation, 14, 190 
and monopolistic discrimination, 190 

Monopolistic interference with the best 
use of goods, 55 

Monopolistic organizations and price re
duction, 287, 288 

Monopolist's marginal outlay greater 
than msc, 194 

Monopolistic price maintenance and de-;. 
pression, 288 

Monopolistic reduction of losses, 288 
Monopolistic restriction, 181, 363, 384 n 
Monopolistic speculation, 69, 94 
Monopolist's marginal revenue is smaller 

than m.sb, 194 
~fonopoly,3,89, 153,221,337,338,357 

and controlled economy, 3 
and distribution of income, 221 
and ideal tax on imports and exports, 

384n 
and international trade, 385 
and public utilities, 181 
and subsidy, 385 n 
bribing of, 385 n 
checked by freedom of entry, 85 
combination of firms into, 83 
degree of, 134, 385 n 
distorts the allocation of goods, 4S 
nullified by counterspeculation, 85 
outlawing of, 133 

Morale and taxation, 52 
Movement 

of capital, 850, 866 

restrictions on, 348 
three freedoms· of, 356 

413 

Movement of consumption goods a sub
stitute for movement of the con
sumers, 349 

Movement of factors and products, sub-
stitutability of, 348-350 

mp, see Marginal product 
mpc, see Marginal private cost 1 
mpr, see Marginal private revenue 
mr, see Marginal revenue , 
msb, see Marginal social benefit 
msc, see Marginal social cost 
Multiple chance influences and distribu-· 

tion of income, 297 
Mystical references to business and in~ 

dustry, 8 · 
Mysticism of national solvency, 870 
Mythology._capitalist, and· the Nati9nal 

Debt, 806 ·· 

Narrow point of view, 226, 229 
.. Nasty medicine," 95 
Nation cannot be made bankrupt by in

ternal debt, 304 
National credit, 310 
National Debt 

and Capitalist mythology, sOO 
and distribution of wealth and income, 

307 . 
and Mr. Micawber, 304 
need never be repaid,)l03 . 
not a sign of national poverty, 003 
relatively unimportant, 302 
restrictions on, 316 

National honor and the price of gold, 
37Q-371 

National interest, 356 
National poverty, National Debt not a 

sign of, 303 
National wealth and National Debt, 003 · 
Nations, harmonious cooperation of, 855 
Natural forces, 57 
Nazi biology and comparability of satis-

faction, 40. ' 
Need for cash to hold 

and collectivist and capitalist economy, 
270 

and consumption, 313 
and level of money payments, 279 
and uncertainty, 290 
determinants of, 278 

Negative complementarities. C 
Negative factors, 115 
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Negative mf, 16i 
Negative mp, 167, 161, 16i, 186, 187, 

20.5 
· implies increasing returns, 156, 162, 

187, 20.5 
Negative marginal revenue, 73, :160. 

to the country, :ISS 
Negative rent, Ch. 18, 212-227 

iJ an excess of« over me, 225 
nobody willing to absorb, 226 

Negative social dividend, 268 
Negative surplus 

nobody willing to absorb, 226 
Negative taxes, SlO . 
•Neither a lender nor a borrower be, .. 

:166 • 
Net benefit 

from currencJ depreciation, :187 
from price and cost reduc!!5>n, :188 

Net contribution, 112 
Net expenditure and net income, 273 
Net gain from redivision of income,'SJ 
Net income and net expenditures, 273 
Net interest to the individual and market 

rate of interest, 236 
Net investment, 258, 334. 341 
Net loss, 206 
, from redivision of income, SJ ' 

tends to disappear, 207 
Net J>rofit, 206 
. tends to disappear, 207 ., 

'Net return to saving, 235 
Net vmf, 115 
Net vmp, JJ5, 189, 242n 

of an indivisible factor, 188 
Next year' a output and this year" a output, 

249-250 
Non-transferable goods, 19 
Normal rate of interest, 291-292 
Nuisance of too frequent price changes, 
. . 216 

Obstinacy in bargaining, 16 
Ocean liners, indivisibility of, 17t 
Old age, social security for, 269 
One factor producing oDly one product, 

165 
Opportunities 

for' building new equipment, 331 
for investment, 297 
of continued sub$titution, 147 
ef' improving equipment, 247 

Opposite signs for factor and for product, 
142 

INDEX 
Optimum allocation 

of factors, 75, 77, 119. 120, 121. 122, 
125, lSI, 182, ISS, 140, 172 

and equalization of the relative mar· 
ginal products. 120, 121 

. compared with the optimum alloca. 
tion of goods, I 87 

ofgoods,l4,28,2t,43,44,45.50,60, 
76, 98, 100 

and counterspeculation, 55 
and influence on price, 66 
can be reached automatically, U, 18 
corhpared with optimum allocation 

oHactors, 187 
maintained by general rationing, 5t 
may be sacrificed to other ends, 22, 

46,47 
sacrificed for an improvement ln the 

division of income, 46 
of labor as between work and leisure, 

102-IOS ' 
of producu, 172 
or resources, 46 

between goods this year and goods 
next year, 266 

Optimum combination offactors,JJ7, 161 
brought about automatically, 127 
In each production unit, I Si 

Optimum distribution 
of factors, 152 
of go9ds, 7, 77 
of resource•, 95 

Optimum division 
offactors,IS9, 64, 76, 78, 83, 8+, 87, 88, 

90, 98, 102, 109, 110, Ill~ 11+. 
117 

compared with the optimum diviaion 
of income, 61 

complexity of, 61, 62 
relative nature of, 79 
unstable in uncontrolled economy, 80 

of goods, 91 
of income, Ch. S, 23-40, 117, 268 

and scientific impartiality, 40 
of resources, 121, 122-123, li-t, 127, 

132, 172 
Optimum output of the firm, it 
Optimum proportion 

between factor&, 140, 200 · 
and indivisibility, 202 
depends on their relative prices, 208 

between products, I 40 
Optimum rate ofredivision of income, SS 
Optimum tax on foreign borrowing and 
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lending, !85 

Optimum tax on imports and exports, !82 
Optimum use of resources, 116, lSi, ISS, 

149 n, 176, 177, 178, 182, ISS, 199, 
222, 2s1, 242, 259, sao, s+t, s+S, 
84-7, !48, !57, 362 

and free enterprise, 72 
and perfect competition, 1!1-ISi 
and profits, 182 
and surplus, 221 
divergence from, S51, 859 
may necessitate subsidies, 181 
not identical with perfect competition, 

199 
Organized labor and immigration, 868 
Organized markets, 18 
Original and derived factor services, 

!26n 
Orthodox gold standard, 887 
Ostensible standards, 42 
Outflow of gold, 871 

and unemployment, S7S 
Output 

increments of, at different future dates, . 
215 

indivisible shift in, 196 
symmetrical with input, 127-128, 142, 

179 
Overemployment, in time of war, 294 
Overhead cost, 288 · 
Overpopulation, danger of, 855 
Oxford Institute of Statistics, 5S 

P, set ComPQsite product 
p, set Price , 
Parallel expansion to keep exchanges 

stable, 890 
Parks, 299 
Partial point ofview, 3Sl 
Particular and general reduction in 

wages, 287 
Path to equilibrium income level, 27t 
Pattern of wage and price reduction, 289 
Payment to the factors exceeds mst, 19S 
Payments and receipts, 272 ff. 
Pecuniary emulation 

and aggression, +2 
and guardians, +2 

Pensions, 310 
Pegging the price 

by counterspeculation, 9t 
of gold, 370 

People, goods, and capital, freedom of 
movement for, !75 

415 
Per capita income, inequality of, S61 
Percentage calculation, awkwardness of, 

25Sn 
Perfect competition, Ch. ·6, 72-77; 7t, 

95, ISS, 1M, ISS, 155, 157, 172, 
176, 177, 187, 200, 203, 20+, 210, 
222, 248, 3S1, !4-8, 85+, !57, !58 

absence of, 868 
and assumption of high elasticity, 879 · 
and bankruptcy, 181 . . 
and foreign trade, S+8 
and increasing returns, 175 
and legal maximum to the size of firms, 

209 
and optimum use ofresources, 181-182 
and salesmanship, 78-79 
dangers to, I 88 

. destruction of the conditions of, 200 
economists' weakness for assuming it, 

lSI 
, eliminates constant and increasing mp, 

158-154o 
identification with optimum use of re-

. - sources, 199 · · ' 
implicit assumption, 188-189 
implied in assuming unique TJmp, 189 
implies a positive rent or surplus, 226 
,~mpossible with negative rent, 225 

.· in an uncontrolled economy • stability 
of, 208 • 

in simple production, 72 
inconsistent with significant indivisi-

bility, 188, 189 
infrequency of, 78 
maintenance of, 8S8 
may be maintained by counterspecula-

tion,85 
minimizes cost, 1 S8 · 
must be universal for the optimum, 80 
possible but unstable, 167, 209 
precarious in the long run, 209 
safeguarded by a penalty on expansion, 

201 
secure with increasing cost, 201 · 
stabilized by limit to entrepreneurship, 

. 211. . 
symptoms of, and optimum use of re-

sources, 199 • 
too close a concentration on, 182 

Perfect competition in buying, 72, 78, 74o, 
76, 77, 79, 86, 98, SS8 ' 

as an implied assumption, 99 
Perfect competition in selling, '78, 7t, 76, 

77, 79, 80,98 
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Perfect divisibility, 143, 178, 201 
Perfect substitutability, 149 
Perfectly competitive speculation 

always socially beneficial, 88-90 
beneficial even if the speculator loses, 

90 
Period and the degree of adjustment, il i 
Period and the rate of interest, S42 
Period of production, Si7, S41 

average, 326 · 
lengthening of, S26. 

Periods of different length, 212 
Permanent investment, 229, 320 
Permanently fixed factors, 218 
Personal ability, SS7 
Personal Income tax the least barm1\Jl, 

234 
Perverse movement of the import balance, 

. 378 
Pessimism 

and balancing the budget, 820 
cured by creating enough income, SIS 

pf, 3et Price of the factor 
Physical marginal productivities, 122 
Physical yield and value yield, 259. 
Physiocrat.s 

and social utility of the price mechan
ism, 61 

too optimistic, 67 
· Planning, requires centralized knowledge, 

119 
Pocket borrowing from pocket, 306 
Pockets and prejudices, 320 

·Point of view, 219 
and equilibrium, 390 . 
individual and social, 331 
narrow and wide, 226, 227, 229 
ofthe country, and elasticity, 384 n 
of the firm, and elasticity, 884 n 
of the industry, 167, 172 

and of.society, 145, 170, 171 
and returns, 145 

of international society, 859 
Of society 

and cost, 145 
and point of view pf the industry, 

145, 170, 171 
and rent, 223 
and surplus, 222 

short period, 226 
shortsighted, 226-227 
temporal, 226-227 

.,Poi,nts .. 
as a subsidiary currency, 53 

INDEX 
in rationed Germany, 53 

Police supervision and democracy, IC» 
Political considerations and unsound 

finance, &X> 
Poor, the, and the stamp plan, 48 
Poor countries 

and investment opportunities, 249 
and unemployment, 287 

Popular argument for diminishing re-
turns inadequate, 160 , 

Postponement of consumption, 249, S20 
for a year, 328 
marginal yield from, ·828, S80, SSI 

Postponement o( investment and falling 
factor prices, 299. 

Postponement of one dollar for one year, 
sso 

Postponement of output 
marginal value yield from, 259. 
marginal yield from, 250 tr. 

Postwar economic problems, 867 
Potential income, 2.37 
Potential wealth, unemployment a by-

product of, 287 · 
Poverty, S 

National Debt not a sign of, SOS 
Practical policy and equalitarian d\vision 

of income, 40 
Practical social problems never con

cerned with 'capital, 840, S41 
Pragmatic collectivism, 4 
Prejudices 

against compensation, 881 
against instruments for full employ-

ment, 801 
and pockets, 820 
are important, 819 
in favor of balancing the budget, 819 

Prerequisites for a single currency area, 
S15 

Present and future output, 248 
allocation of resources between, 242, 

822,838 ' 
Present and future values of goods, equal-

ization of, 241 ' 
Pressure of population, 855 
Pretending 

that purchases have no effect on price, 
129 

to maintain the gold standard, 874< 
Price (p), 97, 98, 99, 115, 129, 182, 180, 

184, 199, 205, 206, 9!J7, 213, 214, 
217, 334<, 858, 860, 88'2, S8S 

and marginal cost, formula for, 558 
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and marginal revenue. :300, 561 
and supply, 22+ • 
and supply and denund, 6S 
and toul demand, 18-19 
and total supply, 18-19 
c:ooscious influence Qn. 18-19 
deficieocy of marginal revenue below, 

sro 
different in different places, !HS 
blling over time,. 24-7 
flexibility of, 250, 272 n 
influea::ed by buyers, 43-45 
influenced by sellers. 45 
less than marginal cost. S57 
IDOilOpolist:ic power over, 86 
net benefit from reductions in, 388 
reduction in, by decree, 289 -
of consumption goods 

rep-esents the marginal opportlmity 
mst. 68 .I 

of gold 
and national honor, 5»-371 
and national soh·ency, :riD 

the same for every consumer, 19 
Price changes 

and adjustments by the producers or 
. consumers, 216 · 

and relati\'e welfMe of consmners, 2S 
and UllClrtainty. 289 
em be minimiud by interest policy, 

• 251 
resistance to, 251 

Price differences, inter-regional, 349, S50 
Price flexibility and employment. 272 n 
Price inflation. S90 
Price level, 255 

and demand for money to hold, 282, 
289 

and interest, SlS 
keeping it stable, 261 

Price maintenance and depression, 288 
Price mechanism. 119, 170, 263 

and n.tionipg and priorities, 50 
and use ofiiWl on the spot. 210 
facilitates the optimum di~ision of 

f.actors. 62-6+ 
harnesses specialized knowledge to the 

general interest, 26+ 
in Adam Smith and the Pbysiocnts, 67 
needed for efficiency even in an autoc

racy. 123 
re~ by red tape. .52 
social utility of, 67 

Price of the f3ctor (pj) • 96, 98. I 0+, I 06, 
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' 

lOS. 100, 112, 126, 127, US, IS9, ' 
1+2, 153, 1.5+, 176, 180, ISS, 18+. 
189, 195, 196, 197, 198, 21.5, 25+. 
26+,SS+,:H6,M7,S59,S61,S82 

average 1!f. l9'l 
may not adequately represent asc_ 

189-100 
and T:TY must refer to the same time, 

263 . 

Price of the factor au:ve (tf cmve), 196 
area tmder, 197 

Price policy . 
and pice rigidity, 259 ; 
comes before interest policy,259 
-rhe Relation of Wage Policies and 

Price Policies," 272 n ·· ' 
Price rigidity . ' , 

and c:ollectivist economy, 259 
and pice policy. 259 

PriDwy factors, II t . · 
Principle • . 

of balancing the budget. sa Budget 
of diminishing A£, 10. 00 

justification of, 20 
of diminishing transfonnability,. 141, 

142 
of proportionality, 188,200 

Printing money, S<» 
and interest, so:J I . 

and printing stationery, 31-l. • 
illegal, SC1l 
not an independent instrument. 31 + 
prejudice against. sos 
regarded as illegitimate for the go~. 

ment. SC1l 
subsidiary to the fiscal instruments, 31 t 

Priorities · 
and price mechanism, 50 
and rationing, 50 
and wasteful allocation of goods, 52 

Priority of investment over the rate of 
interest, 263 . 

Private business, identification of govern
ment with, SC1l 

Private ent:erprise.-+. 95, 1.55, 178, 181, 
211 

and free enterprise, 86-87 · 
and freedom of the individual, Mo 
and iocentives, Mo 
and public enterprise. 86-87 
and waste.. 18+ 
in the controlled economy. 83-:-85 

Private firms in competition •ith govern
ment ageocies, 86 
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Private interests, 6 
Private marginal opportunity cost 

and social marginal opportunity cost, 
66 

measured by price, 67 
Private property, I 

and the National Debt. S06 
Probability of diminishing marginal util· 

~ty of income, S4 
Probable aggregate satisfaction, 29 

maximized by an equalitarian division 
of income, S.5 · 

Probable gain 
from equalization of income, SO 
from redivision of income, S2 

- Probable loss from redivision of income, 
S2. 

Product 
considered as a factor of production, 

123 . 
differentiation of, I 82-183 
differs from factor only in sign, J 2.5 
inCrement of, 1+1 
indivisibility of, IU , 
maximization of, I 2.5 
symmetrical witl) factor, JJ+, 249 
transformed into alternative product, 

HZ.5, 141 
welfare equation.t In terms of, Cb. 9, 

,96-10.5 
whether to produce it or not, 197-198 

Product and factor prices, 282, 288 
and technical progress, 2.57 

Production 
and time, Cb. 20, 241-258 
cost of, Cb. 14, 16+-173 
In a collectivist economy, Cb. $, 67-78 
includes speculation, 70 ' 
simple, Ch. 5, 67-78 
technical substitutabilities in, 185 

Production units, 120, 1~8 
Productive capacity, 243 
Productive speculation, 69 

and aggressive speculation, 69 
not directed at influencing price, 69-70 

Products 
and elasticity of substitution, I 47 
variable combinations of, 135, 162 

Profit 
and employment, 272 
and income tax, 238 
and inflation, 52 
and optimum use of resources, 182 
and rationing, 50 

INDEX 
and scale or activities, so 
arises only from maldistribution of 

factors, 95 
irrelevant for the collectivist economy, 

108 
'maximization or, 76, 77, 78 

Progressive income tax, 238 
Propensity to consume, 277, 281, 297, 

. S72 
and capitalist society, 276 
and interest, 283, 294 
determined by the distribution or In

come, 276-277 
Is stable, 294 

Proportion 
between factors and products, JS3-144 
in which factors are combined, 152, 15+ 

Propartional change 
and absolute change, 160, 151, 168 

,, and elasticity, 160-161 
In M, 151 

Proportionality and equality 
between pf and vmp, 102 
between price and 'IJmj, Ch. 9,1Cl0-105 
oi'Dmp•s, I 22 

Protection, S68, 869 
Protective devices and compensation, S68 
Psychological resistance to shifts in pro-

duction, 171 
Public enterprise, private enterprise, and 

free enterprise, 86-87 
Public utilities, 95 

and complexity ofregulations, 182 
and indivisibilities, 181-182 
and monopoly, 181 
and uncontrolled economy, I 82 

Public works, 8U 
beneficial even if their yield is negative, 

815 I 

marginal social benefit from, 816 
Pure food laws, 43 
Purpose of national taxing policy, 233, 

234 

' 
Quantitative distribution, 7 
Quantity of capital 

and flow of services, 32.5 
and marginal efficiency of investment, 

S37 
and rate of investment, S33 

Quantity or equipment, 341 
Quantity of exports, and value of exports, 

S77 
Quasi-monopolistic institutions, 211 
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Quasi-rent, 218-219 
Quotas, 855, 868, 881 

and elasticity of demand, 879 

Range of estimates for m.sb and m.sc, 190 
Range of increasing cost, 202 
Range of increasing returns, 177 
Rapprochement between socialism and 

capitalism, 5 
Rate of change 

in price level, and rate of interest, 200 
of rate of substitution, I +7 

Rate of fall in prices 
and marginal physical yield, 253 n 
and the rate of interest, 253 

Rate of interest, see Interest 
Rate of investment, set Investment 
Rate of output ' 

adjustment to, 213 
of assets, 884 

Rate of postponement of output and mar-
ginal yield, 261 

Rate of redivision of income, 88 
Rate of saving and rate of interest, 286 
Rate of substitution, rate of change of, 

1+7 
Rate of transformation, 1 +8 
Rates of exchange 

left to find their own equilibrium, 390 
mechanics of, 846 ff. 

Ratio between marginal products, 120, 
122, 127 

Ratio of factor 
absolutely too great or too small, 158-

159, 100 
'relatively too great or too small, 159 

Ration tickets, illegal sale of, 51 
Rational behavior, deviations from, 21 
Rational choice, and the probability of de-

clining marginal utility of income, 34 
Rational government judges only by 

effects, 308 1 
Rational taxing policy, purpose of, 233 
Rationing 

and guardianship, 51, 52 
and the price mechanism, 50 
and wasteful allocation of goods, 52 
as a lesser evil, 51 
general rationing, 5S 
the usual reason for, 50 

Raw materials, 57 
Real benefit provided by borrowing ex

ternally, 805 
Real wages, 285 

and higher prices, 287 
Reallocation, 9, 12, 16 

of meat and fruit, II . 
Receipts and payments, 272 tr. 
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Red tape replaced by price mechanism, 52 
Redistribution offactors, 119 
Redistribution of income, see Redivlsion 

of income 
Redivision of income, 819 

and balancing the budget, 819 
and increasing employment, 294o . 
and relative sensitiveness. to increase 

and decrease, 87-89 
and .. socialism,'' 277 
and the controlled economy, 277 
and the stamp plan, 48 
in accordance with need, 27 . 
optimum rate of, 88 

Reducing taxes, and increasing expendi-
ture, 300 • 

Regions ' . 
concentration of investment in, 851 

. . equalization of mei m, 850, 851, 
Regional differences, 848 
Regional <lifficulties, 87 5 
Regional export and import balances, 315 
Regulation ;. 

distinguished from control, 2-S 
mirumum of, for efficiency, 8 
multiplies in compromise between 

public and private enterprise, 181 
Reinvestment, 246 
•'Relation of Wage Policies and Price 

Policies, .. 272 n 
Relative efficiency of factors in different 

uses, 195, 196, 197, 261 
Relative price movements at home and 

abroad, S78 
Relative prices, 20, 42, ~. 45, 110, ISS, 
' 254 

and distribution of well-being, ,50 
and index numbers, 258 
and relative marginal cost, +8 
and relative valuation, 59 
and taxes and subsidies, 49-50 
and unemployment, 295 
must be disregarded in the division 'of 

income, 24 
of factors, 112 
of products, 66 

Relative technical M, IS5 
Relative unemployment and absolute un-

employment, 296 • 
Relative usefulness, 8, 9 
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' Relative valuation, 2.5, 60 · of movement, 348 

of trade, 391 

INDEX 

given by relative price, 69 
Relative wages, 286 , Restrictions 
Relatively falling price levels and higher 

interest, 351 
Relatively too much of an indivisible 

factor, 179 
Relativity 

ortong and short periods, 2HZ 
of the distinction between fixed and 

variable factors, 212 
of the OP,timum division of factors, 79 

Relief, 286 
Relief projects, as investment, iH 
Rent, Ch. 18, 212-2~7, 218, 219 

and fixed factors, 218 
and government intervention, 200 
and increasing cost, 224o 
and the point of view of society, 223 
as surplus from the point of view of 

society, 222 
inflexibility of, 250 
socially useful, 225 
tax on, 223 

Rent of land; 218 
a limiting case, 22i 
falls on surplus, 28i 
never interferes with the use of re· 

sources, 282 
Repaying debts to the bank ~d falling 

. prices, 291 · 
Repaying national debt lowers the- rate of 

interest, 500 
Replacements devoted to future output, 

S24o 
Requisitioning, SIS 
Reservoir for cash, owners of securities 

as, 29!i.L 
Reshuffling . 

of products between firms, 135, 136 
the factors between· different firms, 

118, 100, 172 
Resistance and compensation, 381 
Resistance to price changes, 251 
Resources directed toward ·future con. 

sumption, 324o ff. 
Responsibility of government, 8 
Restriction 

of credit 
and gold flow, 371 
and interest, 871 

of exports, 369 
of immigration, 365 
of international trade, 362 · 

on consumer·borrowing and lending, 
269 

on the government's deficit, 818 
Retaliation, 362, 374, 384o n, 385 

fear of, 363 
Returns 

diminishing, see Diminishing returns 
not the simple inverse of cost, 164-165 

Revenue from taxes regarded as income, 
318 

Review of Economic Studies, 161 n, 21S 
Rich, splendors of the, and satisfaction of 

the poor, 36 
taxes on the, 816 

Rich countries and unemployment, 287 
Rich economy and poor economy, 249 
Rich men and risky investment, 289 
Rigid and flexible prices, 29.5 
Rigidity of wages, 259 
Rising income and investment, 297 
Risk, 298 
Risk premium, 342 
Risky investments and income tax, 235-

287. 238, 8.55 
Roads, 299 . 
Rolling mill, 174 
(the) Rule, 64, 70, 72, 75, 84, 85, 103, 

104, 109, 110, 114, 115, 121, 123, 
12.5, 126, 127, 155, 155 n, 156, 165, 
166, 172, 177, 178, 180, 182, 186, 
187, 189, 191, 197, 199, 007, 211, 
212, 218, 216, 221, 241, 242, 246, 
247, 248, 249, 253, 263, 264, 267, 
817, 333, 835, 840, 341, 345, 846, 
351, 855, 856, 860, 361, 562, 366, 
867, 884on 

a misleading formulation of, 99 
adequately encourages the economies 

of standardization, 184-185 
· eliminates constant mp and increasing 

mp, 153-154 
alternative formulation of, 128, l.foi 
ambiguity of, 213-214o ' 
an objective principle for collabora-

tion, 854 
and date of the output considered, 214 
and maximizing profits, 74o 
and orderly distribution of benefits, 863 
and stages in production, 68 
and terms of trade, 363 
applied to a combination of factors, 108 
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applied to an indivisible block, 187 
applied to the marginal net product, 

109 
equates the social and the private mar

ginal opportunity cost, 07 
for fixed proportions as for simple pro-

duction, 106 
in terms of input instead of output, 215 
in terms of marginal cost, 98 
in terms of the unit of factor, 100 
indicates direction of movement, 196 
integrates different countries, 354 
international application of, 357 
literal interpretation suffices, I£6-127 
maximizes the cake, 363 
minimizes social sacrifice, 07 
simpliciter, 196 
tells how much to produce, I32 
unites the whole world, 347 
universal application of, 354 
works outward, 354 

Rule one and rule two, ISO, I32 
Russia and speculators, 70, 95 
Russian bureaucracy, 62 
Russian Revolution, and the use of 

money, 2I 

Sacrifice 
of current consumption for future out

put, 244 
of liquidity, 344 ' 

Sacrificed product as a factor of produc
tion, 123 

Salesmanship and imperfect competition, 
79 

Satisfaction 
as an assumption, 9 
experienced similarly by different 

people, 25 
impossibility of measuring, 24 , 

Saving 
and income tax, 235-237 
and interest, 268-269 · 
and wealth, 333 
as index to time preference, 264-265 
"double taxation of," 235-236 
excess of, over investment, 853 
free choice between saving and spend~ 

ing, S2I -
net return to, 235 
rate of, and the rate of interest, 236 

Scale 
and significance of indivisibilities, 186-

I87 

421 

change in, I 44 
of operations, I 52, 156, I6S, 165, SS9 

and marginal and average product, 
- 81 
and profit, 80 

(see also Constant returns to scale). 
Scarce factors, 58 
Scarcity, 57, 119 
Scientific impartiality and the optimum 

division of income, 40 
Second rule, ISO, lSI 

' Sectional interests, SS7, 38I· 
and protection, S68 
and restrictions on export, 369 

Securities and Exchange Commission, 
S45 

Seller 
and counterspeculation, 55 
and influence on price, 45, 55 
as receiver of surplus, 228 

Seller's surplus symmetrical with buyer's 
surplus, 229 

Selling, perfect competition in, 78-74 · 
Selling and buying as fiscal instruments, 

812 - . 
Selling cheap considered as an injury, S6S 
Selling-short can be socially useful, 93 
Sensitiveness · 

of ~vestment to the rate of interest, 
298 

to increases and decreases of income, S8 
Sentimental argument against land tax, 

2SS , 
Service economy, 5 
Sharp practices by lenders, S66 
·shift 

of demand from one product to another, 
172 

of investment between countries, S52 
Shifting _ 

factors from low to high M, ISS 
factors to where relative marginal 

product is greater, 12Q-121 
income from one· individual to an

other, 27 
resources from present to future pro-. 

duction, 242 ff. · 
a tax, 231 

Short period, Ch. 17, 200-211; Ch. I 8, 
212-227 

point of-view, 226 
Short period and long period me, 213-214 
Shortsighted point of view, 226-227 
Sigma (a), see Elasticity of substitution 
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Sign, opposite lor factor and ror product, 

' lti 
Significant Indivisibility 

and size of firm, 20i 
destroys perfect competition, 176-177 
Inconsistent with perfect competition, 

189 . 
Involves running at a loss, 1 76 
makes subsidies necessary, 177 

Similar satisfactions experienced by dit· 
ferent people, 6 

Simple production, Ch. 6, 72-77, 12.S, 
129, IS+, I !.S ' 

In a collectivist economy, Ch. .5, .57-78 
in the capitalist~ In the controlled 

economy, Ch. 7, 78-87 
may be aocially harmful, 88 
under perfect competition, 72 . 

Simple apeculation not directed at Jntlu-
encing price, 69-70 

Simple-minded planners, 18+ • 
Six fiscal Instruments or government, s 12 
Six items ln welfare equations, 7 .S 
Size 

or the market and significance of indi- · 
visibility, 180 

or the production unit indeterminate, 
167 

or the unit and measures or elasticity, 
150 

Skyscrapers. nt 
Small business, proper principles for run

ning a, sao , 
Small businessman, Sl8 
Small indivisibilities, 17 .S 

may bt: more important than large 
ones, ·180-182 

Smith, Adam 
and the social utility ot the price 

mechanism; 67 
too optimistic, 61 

Social and individual points or view, SSt 
Social dividend, 2.59, 269, Sll 

and the consumer, 267 
and immigrants, 864, S6lS 
and independence of the individual, 268 
must be independent of work, 261 
negative, 268 
readily adjusted, 268 . 

Social elasticity of substitution, 111 
Social gain !rom speculation, 91 
Social interest 

and individual interest, 61 
how served by existing Institutions, 2 

INDEX 
Social Investment and Individual aaving, 

!39 
Social loss, I !6 

when profits maximized, 861 
Social marginal opportunity cost 

and alternative product, 66 
measured by price, 67 
represented by price of consumption 

goods,68 
Social marginal prOductivity of capital 

not equal to ·the rate of Interest, 
SSi 

Social Ruearcla, ,S<n · 
Social sacrifice minimized by the Rule, 

61 
Social saving, SS3 
Social security, 269 
Social utility or competitive speculation, 

88 
Socialism, I, Stn 

and distribution of income, 277 
and freedom from dogmas, .5 
and liberalism and welfare economics, ' 

4ft". 
Socialists , 

and capital and Interest, S29 
and-the existing capitalist world, 21 
and the national debt, S06 

Society for the Provision of Spectacular 
Expenditures, 86 

Society's productive potentialities the 
concern of the economist, 128 

Solipsism and scientific impartiality, 40 
Solvency, irrelevant lor optimum use o( 

resources, 199 
"Some Swedish Stepping Stones in Eco

. nomic Theory," 271 n 
Sophisms and protection, 369 
•'Sound finance," so~ 

and fascism, sao 
and upright government, SOl 
cause of cumulative deflation, SOO 

Soviet democracy, Trotsky on, 6i 
Specialized knowledge harnessed by the 

price mechanism, 119 
Spectacular Expenditures, Society for the 

. Provision of, 86 
Speculation, 241, 848 

competitive, Ch. 8, 88-90 
effect on price, 91 
faulty, 92 
productive, aggressive, simple and 

monopolistic, 69, 9+ 
social gain from, 91-93 
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Speculator 

as producer, 70 
buys cheap and sells dear, 90 
competition with, 9S 
improves the allocation of resources, 90 
in Russia, 95 
turns the price against himself, 91 

Spending 
and lending, 279, 280 
and saving, free choice between, 321 
and taxing, as fiscal instruments, S 12 
by the government, and employment, 

299 
is like investment, 299 
the purpose of taxation is to reduce it, 

234 
Spiral of deflation, 292 
Spiral of inflation, 51 
Splendors of the rich and satisfaction of 

the poor, S6 
Spoilage, 242 
Stability of competition 

disappears ln the long run, 208-209 
in an uncontrolled economy, 20S 

Stability of the exchanges, S76 
underlying conditions for, 377 

Stages in production and the Rule, 68 
Stamp plan, not as good as direct help, 

47-48 
Standardization 

adequately encouraged by the Rule, 
184 

economies of based on indivisibilities, 
189 -

Starvation and wage rigidity, 285-286 
State control of monopolies, 6 
State enterprise, 83-84 
"Statics and Dynamics in Socialist Eco

nomics," 213 n 
1 Stationary economy, 241, 25S, 260, 327, 

330, 331, 332, 339, 341, 343 
Stationary equilibrium, ·337 
Steel, 244, 246 

and hats, 351 
as regional industries, 851 
relative prices over time, 247-248 

in the future and steel in the present, 
246 ff. 

Steering wheel and the controlled econ
omy, 6 

Stepping stones, "Some Swedish Stepping 
Stones in Economic Theory," 271 n 

' Stock _of money and flow of consumption 
goods, 279 
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Stocks, an essential part of equipment, 
324 .~ . 

Stolen property argument and land tax, 
233 

Storage, 241, 244 
cost of, 242, 324 

Strikes, 289 
Subsidies, 199, 200 

and monopoly, 385 . 
direct and indirect, 49 ~ / 
may be necessary for 'optimum use of 

resources, 181 ' ' 
on the sale of foreign currency, 374. 
to investment by creation of liquidity, 

345 
Substitutability, 144, 151 . 

diminishing marginal, see Diminishing 
M . 

of movement of factors and pr~ducts, 
348-350 

technical, 1 35 
Subst~tute movements, 349, 300 • 
Substitution, 141, 146 

elasticity of, 'and the law of diminishing 
returns, Ch. )3, 146-163 

infinite, 167 
involves three items, 144 
limited by diminishing M, Iss · 
of factors •· 

checks cost rise, 167 
indirect, 111 
regarded as production, 124 

of factors· with fixed proportions, 111 
of factors with M greater in relation to 

·price, 132 
of labor for other factors, 287 
of ·products regarded as production, 

124 
Sugar, cane and beet, 149 . 
Sum of marginal products exhausts the 

whole product, 166 . . . ' 
Sum of surpluses and a tax, 232 
Supply 

and price, 224 
elasticity of, 167 
of imports, 356 
which cannot be ~ugmented, 225 

Supply and demand 
and foreign currency, 346 
and price, 63 
determinants of, 6S 
foreign elasticity of, 862 
Trotsky on, 64 n 
of money~ 278 
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Surplus, Cb. I 9, 228-240; JJ, It, U, 
218-il9,2it,226.227,229,230 

all taxation falls on, 200. 2SO 
and demarcated area~ 22~ 
and government intervention, 200 
and harm from taxes, 231 
and taxation, Ch. 19. 228-240 
buyer's and seller's, 229 
destruction of, 231 
distribution of, 221-222 
from the point of view of the firm and 

of the industry, 220-221 
from the point of view of society, 223 
includes nearly all Income above sub-

sistence, 23-t 
is excess of 11U: over ac, 226 
may be destroyed by a tax, 281 
received by the seller, 228 
redistribution of surplus and optimum 

use of resources, 221 
some may be destroyed by an Income 

tax, 236, 240 
universanty of, 234 

Surplus cash .. 
and lending. 282. 289-290 
and the rate of interest. 279, 281 
as a part of wealth, 280 

Sweden, use of many different budgets 
in, !21 

.Swedish, "Some Swedish Stepping Stone• 
· · in Economic Theory," 271 n 

Symmetry 
between buyer's and seller's surplus, 

I 229 , 
between factors and products, II+, 127 
between mfand mp, 99 . 
of diminishing returns, 160 
of elasti&ity of substitution, 171 n 

Symptoms of perfect competition 
cannot be legislated, 182 
mistaken for the optimum use of re

sources, 199 
,, see Elasticity of substitution 

Tariffs, 211, 355, 368, 881 
and beggar-my-neighbor policy, !88 
and elasticities of demand, !79 
and import balance, 373 
and temporary new investments, 888 
unlike depreciation of currency, 887 

Tax on land rent, discriminatory, 282, 
233 

Taxation, Ch. 19, 228-240 
and employment, 299 

INDEX 
and morale, IJi 
as a means of cutting down total spend-

ing. !08 
effects of, !08 
falls on surplus, 220, 2SO· 
for discouraging some particular form 

of activity, 23.5 
ita purpose is to reduce spending, 2S4o 
may be necessary to check inflation, 62, 

234 . . 
purpose is never to raise money, !07, 
real purpose of, 232 
to reduce income, wealth, or spending, 

23+ 
Taxation and transference 

and the AAA, 48 
and the stamp plan, 48 

Taxation and surplus, Ch. 19, 228-2+0 
Taxes · 

absorption of, 2SO 
and area of demarcation, 230 
and interest, 803 
and surplus, 28 J , 232 
harmful in destroying surplus, 28 I 
on the purchase of foreign currency, 

87+ 
on rent, 223 
on the very rich, 81.5 
on whiskey, !li 
shared between buyer and seller, 281 
shifting of, 23 I 
should be imposed on surplus, 232 . 

Taxes and bonuses, and_the rate ofinter
est, 811-812 

Taxes for revenue, 233 
Taxing and borrowing, 810 

effects overlap, 811 
Taxing and spending as fiscal instru

ments, 812 
Taxing the foreigner scientifically, 869 
Technical elasticity of substitution, 26, 

147, 172 
Technical element in increasing. cost, 

17G-171 I 

Technical improvement and economic 
improvement, 244 n 

Technical M, 125, 185 n, 136, 187, 138, 
147 

and marginal substitutability in con
sumption, 123 

the same in all firms, 136 
Technical marginal transformability, 241 
Technical optimum and economic opti-

mum, 244 ' . 
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Technical proble~s and economic prob-

lems, 58 
Technical progress and the ratio between 

factor prices, 257 
Technical rate of transformation, 255 
Technical resistance to shifts in produc

tion, 171 
Technical transformation and market 

transformation, 253 n ' 
Technical transformation over time, 248, -

258ti 
Technically best equipment, 248 n 
Technically optimum output, 209 

estimation of, 209 
Temperature -measurement, analogy of; 

341 
Temporal area of demarcation, 226 
Temporal points of view, 226-227 
Temporarily fixed factors, 218 '\ 
Temporary improvement in equipme~t, · 

823 
Temporary investment, 823 
Temporary lengthening of average period 

of production, 827 
Temporary new investment and tariffs, 

888 ' 
Tendency for budget to balance itself in 

the long run, 818 
"The customer is always right," 79, 
"The double taxation of saving,". 285-

236 
as a means for equalizing wealth, 286 

The man on the spot utilized by the price 
mechanism, 210 

Theater seats, and cost, 215-216 
"Theory and practice in socialist eco

nomics," 218 n · 
Theory of employment, interest, and money, 

S84n 
Theory of . interest, generalization of, 

843 
Third item kept constant in substitution, 
"' 144 ' 

This year's output and next year's out-
put, 249--200 ' 

Three-dimensional figure-showing capital 
' and investment, 886 
Three formulations of investment, 880 
Three freedoms of movement, 856, 866, 

876 
Three groups of influences on elasticity 

ofsupply, 168-170 
Three items involved in substitution, 144 
Three pairs of fiscal instruments, 814 
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\ 

Three ranges of factor proportions, 159 
Thrift, 269 ' 
"Thy need is gr-eater than mine," 25 
Time · 

and production, Ch. 20, 241-258 
as distinguishing different goods, 50 
transformability over, 241 
values not independent of, 268 · 

Time preference, 265 ' 
and distribution of income, 322 

Too little of indivisible factor, 200 
'Too much of a factor causes loss, 178 

Tools, 57 
Total cost and total revenue, 166 , 
Total demand, 269, 315, 818 

and full employment, 817 
and government spending, 299. 
and price, 18 
for goods and services, 272 
government must maintain, 267 

Total investment equals total saving, 
. '858 ' 

Total msb from public work's, 816 
Total payment and total receipts, 272 ff. 

. Total satisfaction, 80, 81 
maximization of, 28 
probable, 29 . 

Total saving equals total investment, 
858 ' 

Total spending, 272 
and borrowing and lending, 811-812 
and inflation and unemployment, 816 · 

Total supply and price, 18 · 
Total variable cost, 204 
Trade, inter-regional, 848 

. Trade associations, 221 
Trade cycle, 271, 821 , 

and insufficiency of total demand, 298 . 
and unemployment, Ch. 23, 285-301 

,Trade unions, 286, 289 
Traditional finance, 800-802, 821 
Train seats and marginal cost, 215-216 
Transfer of income from ·a richer to a 

poorer individual, 29 , 
Transformability 

and change in proportions; 148 
diminishing, see Diminishing marginal 

transformability 
Transformation 

and elasticity of substitution, 147 
of current consumption into future out

put, 245 
of factor and of product into each other, 

125, 126 
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Transfonnation (Co11l.) 
over time, 241, 24i 

cost of, 241 
indirect, 248 

three kinds of, 12.5 
Translation of the Rule for alternative 

fonnulation, 128, 129 ' 
Transportation 
.. included In mei, s~~ n 

·,jn production, 70 
marginal cost of, !46 

Transportation costs, direct and indirect, ' 
!99 

Transportation of factor 
a substitute for transportation of prod

uct, sro 
Travel, sro . 
Tribute extorted by monopolistic specu

·lation, 94, le>i 
Trickery, of profit from selling abort, 9.S 
Trot!ky, L. D. 
. and centralized planning, 119 
• on bureaucracy, 62 

on market relations, 64o n 
Two elements in increasing cost, 170, 171 
Two-price stamp plan, 45 
Two reasons for rising vmp, 191 
Two rules, 128 

interdependent, 1!2 
I 

Unaugmentable factors, 21G-il I 
Unbalancing the budget 

and confidence, !10 
and pessimism, !20 

Uncertainty 
and price fall, 289 
and the need for cash, 290 
and the rate of interest, 293 

Uncontrolled economy, 41, 42, 1!4, 1!6, 
14o5,264,S07,!21,!22j 

and allocation of goods, ,56 
and complexity of regulation, 65, 182 
and public utilities in the U. S., 182 
optimum division of factors unstable 

in, SO 
optimum use of resources in, 202 

Undemocratic collectivist economy, 122 
Underlying conditions of stability of ex

changes, !77 
Uneconomic allocation of factors and 

variable proportions, 1 !5 
Uneconomic combination of factors, 162 
Unemployment, 266, !15, S27 

a by-product of {lOtential wealth, 287 

INDEX 
and currency depreciation, !86 • 
and import duties, !7i 
and interest, !72 
and leisure, 1!9 
and marginal productivity of capital, 

!!9 
and outflow of gold, !72 
and relative prices, 295 
and the trade cycle, Ch. 2.S, 5!85-SOI 
and wages, 281, 282, 286 
has many dimensions, 295 

Unemployment benefit, 286 
Unequal division of Income may make 

rationing reasonable, 61 
. Unequal flow of goods, S.S2 
Unfair competition, ~74o . 
Unfavorable balance of trade, and out

flow of gold, !71 
Unique vmp implies perfect competition, 

189 
Unit of investment, 246.,!30 
United States, 41 ' 

wealth and debts of', S0+-506 
Unity, elasticity o(, 150 
Universal application of the Rule, S54o 
"Universal Mind," Trotsky on, 62, 119 
Unnecessary payments, 2UHZ19 

and government intervention, 220 
Unpaid investment and equalization or 

Income, !67 
Unreliable estimates,. inevitability or, 198 
··unsound finance, .. 299 

and humanitarian considerations, !00' 
and political considerations, sao · 

.. Unsound., prosperity, !21 
Upright government and .. sound ft. 

nance, .. SOl 
Ups and downs o( average cost, 203 
Useful economies and socially hannful 

economies, 209 
Usefulness, relative and absolute, 8 
Useless investments and government 

competition with business, !16 , 
Utility of leisure, marginal, !6 

tJap, see Value of the average product 
Valuation of leisure, lOS 
Value judgments and the optimum divi-

sion of inco'me, S9, 40 , 
Value of exports, and quantity of exports, 

877 
Value of money, 250 
Value of the average product (vap), 177, 

178 
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value of the marginal net product, n. 188 
Value of the marginal product ( vmp), 7 4, 

75, 76, 77, 78, 85, 89, 90, 96, 98, 
99, lOS, 104, 108, 109, 111, 112, 
114, 119, 121, 12S, 127, 156, 176, 
177, 178, 18S, 184, 187, 188, 191, 
19S, 195, 196, 198, 200, 215, 222, 
241, 242 n,' 246, 249, 250, 254, 
26S, soo, 8S4, 846, 847, 859, 861, 
565,382 

and the marginal product, 65 
automatically equa!!zed by the Rule, 

65 
average, 197 
curve of, 195, 197 
discounted, 251 
equalization of, 60 
may not .adequately represent ~b, 

, 189-190 
must refer to the same time as pf, 268 
of la,bor must be equal to pf, lOS, 267 

Value of the marginal quantity of factor 
( ttmf). 7 5, 76, 77. 78, 85, 89, 90, 97. 
98, 99, 109, 115, 128, 129, 1 so, 
ISS, 162, .21S, 214, 834, 859, S61 

Value yield and physical yield, 252 
Variable combinations of products, 1 S5 
Variable cost, 21S, 214, 290 
Variable proportions · 

and uneconomical allocations of factors, 
135 

and diminishing M, 137 
between factors, 184-146, 224 
between products, 162 

Variable factors, 206, 217, 218 
and fixed factors, 224 
and long and short periods, 21S 

Very short periods, 215 
Vicious spiral of deflation, 266 
Vicious'spiral of inflation, 51,266 
Vickrey, Wm. S., 216n 
Virtual vmp, 200 , 
. and indivisibilities, Ch. 16, 186--199_ 

negative, 187 
vmf, see Value of the marginal quantity of 

factor 
ttmp, see Value ofthe marginal product 

Wage policies, .. The Relation of Wage 
Policies and Price Policies, .. 272 n 

Wage rates and hours worked, 105 
Wage reductions 

and exchange depreciation, 887 
and unemployment, 286 
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Wage rigidity, 27in 
and workers' organizations, 28H86 
in capitalist and collectivist societies, 

259 
Wages 

and other factor prices, 282, 287 
and unemployment, 281, 282 
difficult to adjust, 259 
flexibility of, 250, 259, 272 n 
money and real, 28H86 -\ 

should be equal to the ttmp oflabor, 267 
War loans 

and war needs, 309 
. purpose is only to make ·the public 

spend less, 309, 812' · 
Wastage, 242 
Waste, 8 

and disregard of consumers, 135 
from influence of sellers over price, 45 
from monopolistic or exploitative poli-

cies, 17 , · 
Wastefulness and competition 

and ingenuous planners, 183-184 
and imperfection of competition, 183 

Water in a lake, 325 · 
Waterways, 174 . 
Wealth of nations, equalization of, Sf!B, . S67 .. 

Weird notion of a country going bimk.-
rupt, SO+ ·· ·· · · 

Welfare economics 
and equilibrium economics, 5 

· and liberalism and socialism, 4o ff. 
Welfare equations, Cli. 6, 72-77, 78,142 

in terms of factor and in terms of 
product, Ch. 9, 95-105 . 

the three different ways of equating 
them, 77 

Welfare of workerS, and whims of cus-
. tamers, 104 
Well-being, comparison of, 8, 9, 24_ 
•'What the traffic can bear, .. 190 
Wheat-today and wheat-tomorrow~ 241 
Whims of customers, and welfare of 

workers, 104. 
Whiskey,22,S08,814 
Wide point of view, 226, 227 
Willingness to invest, and income tax, 

238 
WISe husbandry avoids increasing re-

turns, 161 ' 
Work 

disutility of, lOS 
marginal disutility of, 85 
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Work (Coal.) 
IOdal dividend muat be Independent 

·ot. i67 
Worker may wort more it pay l.t less, liS 
Worked organizations and wage rigid

ity. i8.5-i86 
World, united bJ' the Rule, S47 

.. Yards and feet, i6.S 

INDEX 
· Zero elasticity or aubatltutlon, 1 +9 

and flxed proportions, 1 t8 
Zero Investment, 334 
Zero marginal product, and constant re

. turns, 157 
Zero net Investment, t'7 4 
Zero net aavlng u Investment policy • 

' ' 'i68-i69 
Zero nte or Interest: t4i 


